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RESPONDENTS'FACTUM

Part 1 - Outline
1.

The Nova Scotia Barristers' Society(NSBS)admits that law graduates of TWU "would

be considered by the Society to be competent to practice law in Nova Scotia,"1 able to..."practice
without discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation."2 Can NSBS refuse to allow TWU
graduates to article because TWU has a Community Covenant(Covenant)? Brayden Volkenant
(Brayden) and TWU say no. The Legal Professions Act(LPA)does not authorize NSBS to
refuse qualified applicants for membership because ofthe religious policies oftheir former law
school. NSBS errs because it judges the school not the graduate. NSBS was wrong, or
unreasonable, to refuse a qualified graduate (whether or not TWU has a Covenant).

2.

NSBS argues that the Court is required to defer to NSBS's determination ofjurisdiction

and NSBS's balancing of TWU and Brayden's Charter rights against NSBS's statutory objects.
NSBS says it determined it could accredit a law degree, and balanced the Charter rights here
against its objects.

3.

NSBS acting as a tribunal is entitled to balance Charter rights. It was not acting as a

tribunal here. Further, NSBS did not give reasons for concluding it had jurisdiction or for
adopting the resolution and regulation. The failure to give reasons means the Court is unable to
defer to NSBS's analytical path. The decision is in any event unreasonable: it is not within a
range ofreasonable outcomes to conclude harms would occur here if graduates article or that the
Covenant was unlawful. Furthermore, the standard ofreview is correctness. Justice Campbell
correctly found the resolution and regulation invalid.
1A.B. p. 1323, Tab 47, para 113 ofthe NSBS briefin the Court below; A.B. Tab 3, Reasons, para 6
2A.B. p. 1297, Tab 47, para 25 ofthe NSBS brief in the Court below; see also A.B. p. 2280, line 14-21; A.B. Tab 3,
Reasons para 168. This admission is the answer to many ofthe Advocates' Society's submissions (for example, at
para 43).

2
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Administrative law issues

4.

NSBS's core admissions function is to determine whether a person applying for articles

is qualified. If so, NSBS must admit that person to articles, regardless of NSBS's opinion about
the person's former school. NSBS's jurisdiction is over graduates applying to article; it has no
authority to approve the graduate's former law school or law degree, and no constitutional ability
to regulate a law school in a different province. Here,NSBS was attempting to regulate TWU.
It is wrong (and unreasonable)to interpret LPA to permit that.

5.

NSBS was not "accrediting a law degree" and NSBS lacks that authority. Even if such

authority were incidental to NSBS authority over applicants for membership,that incidental
authority must yield to the express words of LPA. Regulations cannot discriminate on a basis not
authorized by governing legislation. LPA does not allow Council to refuse to recognize a
person's qualifications whenever Council wishes to(which is what the regulation does). In the
absence of a standard that can be applied by the Court,the regulation is invalid."Whenever
Council wishes to" is not such a standard.

Charter issues

6.

NSBS was not sitting as a tribunal, with jurisdiction to decide questions oflaw or apply

the Charter. Even if it were,in the absence ofreasons, NSBS enjoys no deference in balancing
Charter rights against its statutory objectives. Finding the Covenant unlawful(without
identifying the law, without considering the s. 2 and s. 15 rights ofTWU graduates, and without
an analytical path)is unreasonable (and no substitute for considering if accepting graduates
causes harm). The Charter does not extend NSBS jurisdiction to pass the resolution or
regulation. The Charter protects freedom ofreligion, expression and association—and the right

3
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ofindividual TWU students not to be discriminated against because of religion. It also protects
against discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation by government. The protection ofthose
rights is not inconsistent, because the protection of one does not require the breach of another in
this case. The Charter does not apply to TWU,it does not apply to private conduct, Justice
Campbell found no discrimination on account of sexual orientation, and the protections are
enjoyed at separate times and places.

7.

If the protection ofthose rights were inconsistent, then(because admitting TWU

graduates does not harm the LGBTQ community in Nova Scotia), balancing Charter rights of
TWU and its graduates against NSBS's statutory objectives requires recognition of TWU
graduates. NSBS asked "Is the Covenant discriminatory?" The correct question was whether
admitting a TWU graduate to article is discrimination. In the absence of an analytical path that
accepting TWU graduates will cause harm in Nova Scotia, it was not within the range of
reasonable outcomes to refuse them. NSBS has a duty of state neutrality and cannot favour or
hinder a religious view of marriage. It also cannot refuse to recognize qualified articling students
as a means of encouraging or requiring TWU to change its religious beliefs. State neutrality
prevents NSBS from punishing graduates or TWU because TWU has a Covenant.

8.

At times, NSBS trivializes the religious beliefs at issue in this case as "a marketing

advantage"3 based on homophobia.4 The Court should not decide the case based on caricature.5

3Appellant's factum, para 115
4Appellant's factum, para 132
5NSBS uses expansive language: TWU students [r]enounce their equality rights (para 7), they seek a state benefit
(para 74, 104), namely automatic membership (para 30)in NSBS; allowing them to article will cast doubt on the
equality ofthe administration ofjustice (para 5). No one is asked to renounce anything. Regardless of sexual
orientation, those who are not in a sacramental marriage are asked to abstain from sexual intimacy. TWU graduates
seek to be treated the same as everyone else who is "competent to practice law in Nova Scotia and can do so without
discrimination". Students are not seeking "automatic" membership: students swear an oath (including not to
discriminate on the basis ofsexual orientation), undertake legal education prescribed by NSBS while in Nova

41
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What NSBS demonstrates is that there are two solitudes on this issue—and it does not
understand the point of view of evangelical Christians.

9.

The Court must speak to both solitudes. The religious beliefs expressed in the Covenant

are not unlawful discrimination. Some find those beliefs offensive. Some find same sex
intimacy offensive. The Charter does not guarantee freedom from offence; it guarantees freedom
from discrimination by government. Freedom from discrimination by government can be
enjoyed by evangelical Christians and members of the LGBTQ community.

10.

Members ofthe LGBTQ community are entitled not to be discriminated against because

oftheir sexual orientation in their dealings with NSBS. However,they have no right to require a
religion to approve same sex intimacy, and it is not unlawful discrimination for a religion(or a
private religious law school)to refuse to do so.

11.

Members ofthe TWU community(and evangelical Christians generally) are entitled not

to be discriminated against because oftheir religious beliefs or associations—in particular, the
choice to be educated with other evangelical Christians who do not recognize civil marriages as
sacramental and whose religion prohibits same sex intimacy. The Covenant is a significant
means by which TWU maintains its religious character, achieves its mission as an "arm ofthe
church",6 attracts students,faculty, and staff that share its evangelical faith,7 facilitates the ability
of its members to practice and strengthen their Christian beliefs in a safe and welcoming
environment, and promotes moral and spiritual growth in a manner consistent with the

Scotia, write examinations set by NSBS, are supervised by a lawyer approved by NSBS, and then swear several
further oaths. Allowing qualified students to article fulfills NSBS's duty of state neutrality.
6A.B. Tab 38, Affidavit ofDr Wood,para. 80.
7A.B. Tab 38, Affidavit ofDr Wood,para. 68-69.
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evangelical Christian religion.8 The Covenant operates only while a student is at TWU;it does
not bind a graduate. It is not relevant when a graduate appears for articles in Nova Scotia.

12.

The Supreme Court was correct to find the NSBS resolution and regulation invalid.

Part 2 - Facts
13.

Justice Campbell found (footnotes omitted):

A. Recognizing a TWU law degree would not harm the LGBT community in Nova Scotia
82 ...The information that relates to the effects of discrimination against LGBT people does not address
whether the actions by the NSBS will reduce the amount ofthat discrimination or ameliorate its effects.
118 ....Recognizing [the TWU law] degree would not result in any discriminatory action, however broadly
defined, taking place in Nova Scotia. The research cited does not allow one to conclude that accepting
educational qualifications from a religious school would have any effect on the LGBT community.
254 ... In other words,there is no evidence to support the claim that LGBT people or anyone else in
Nova Scotia will suffer psychologically or otherwise ifthey are aware that TWU students, subject to the
same ethical requirements as others, can be admitted to the practice oflaw in Nova Scotia. That is
particularly the case ofLGBT people who are reasonably well informed about the relevance ofthe
requirement to respect religious views and practices. There is no evidence beyond speculation that LBGT
people in Nova Scotia are harmed in any way, however slight, by living in the knowledge that an institution
in Langley British Columbia, which like any number ofreligious institutions in Nova Scotia, does not
recognize same sex marriage but which properly educates lawyers who can practice law in Nova Scotia,
where discrimination within the profession is strictly forbidden.

B. Scope ofthe Community Covenant
34 The Community Covenant bans all sexual intimacy outside the traditional marriage between a woman
and a man. In other words, TWU does not recognize same-sex marriage. TWU does not ban LGBT
students. It does not limit the sexual activity of unmarried LGB students any more than it purports to
regulate the sexual activity of unmarried non-LBG students. But, significantly, it does not recognize that
LGB people can be sexually intimate even ifthey are legally married.

C. Religious teachings about sexual morality are integral to Evangelical Christian Faith
36 The EFCC teaches that marriage is a divinely sanctioned institution carrying significant theological
implications. Marriage within the Evangelical Christian tradition has been defined as an exclusive, lifelong,
covenantal union of male and female. It is shared between the spouses to the exclusion of all other persons.
Portions ofthe Bible are interpreted as the foundation for that belief. Because Evangelical Christians
understand marriage as divinely instituted it takes a central position in the theological understanding ofthe
good life for human beings to live.
37 Those who are unmarried are expected to abstain from sexual relations, living chaste and celibate
lives. As to "same sex intercourse" it is believed to be "contrary to biblical teaching and therefore morally
unacceptable."
8A.B. p. 934-935, Tab 39 Longjohn Affidavit, Exhibit C
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38 Those teachings about sexual morality are integral to Evangelical Christian faith. ... Sexual behaviour
is viewed as an expression of one's "fundamental loyalty or disloyalty to God ... which is of ultimate
importance in Christian faith."
233 TWU of course is not a church. It defines itself as an arm ofthe church. It is directly run by
Evangelical Christian churches on principles that those churches see as a reflection oftheir faith.
234 ...It is a sincerely held beliefnot only that homosexual "behaviour" is sinful but that being at an
institution with others who share their beliefs or who are committed a shared Christian life style, is
important to their spiritual development.
235 There is no doubt that the beliefs held by Evangelical Christians are sincere. They include the belief
in the sanctity ofthe traditional marriage between a man and a woman. They include the beliefin the
importance of being in an institution with others who either share that belief or are prepared to honour it in
their conduct.

D. Codes ofConduct have an important role within Christian universities
39 Codes of conduct such as the one in place at TWU are common within Christian universities and
colleges. Those codes address a range ofissues from health, safety and legal issues to weapons on campus,
verbal, sexual and physical harassment, and privacy and security issues. Policies also address things like
plagiarism and academic dishonesty more generally. Codes of Conduct in the context of Christian schools
relate to moral standards and behavioural expectations. Those policies address the use of alcohol, tobacco
and illegal drugs, chapel and church attendance, sexual morality and related expectations such as residence
hall visitation and cohabitation policies, and policies on conflict management and violence.
40 The role ofthe conduct code is to "clearly communicate the identity/ethos ofthe university to campus
constituents." Even students who disagree with the conduct code can see it as an expression ofthe
university's identity. Codes of conduct are seen as establishing a community "conducive to spiritual growth
in the context of Christian colleges and universities".

E. The Covenantprohibits homophobic conduct
35 Homophobic, disrespectful or discriminatory remarks or behaviour directed against LGBT people, or
any harassment or bullying of students for whatever reason, including as a result oftheir sexual orientation
is unacceptable and a violation ofthe Community Covenant.

F. The study oflaw is not a secular activityfor Evangelical Christians
230 To Evangelical Christians [the study oflaw is not a purely secular activity]. Their religious faith
governs every aspect oftheir lives. When they study law, whether at a Christian law school or elsewhere,
they are studying law first as Christians. Part oftheir religious faith involves being in the company of other
Christians, not only for the purpose of worship. They gain spiritual strength from communing in that way.
They seek out opportunities to do that. Being part ofinstitutions that are defined as Christian in character is
not an insignificant part of who they are. Being Christian in character does not mean excluding those of
other faiths but does require that everyone adhere to the code that the religion mandates. Going to such an
institution is an expression oftheir religious faith. That is a sincerely held belie[f]...

G. Purpose ofthe Resolution and Regulation was to regulate TWU
175

... The NSBS is attempting to regulate TWU and its policies.

180 The NSBS action is not directed toward preventing discrimination against anyone in Nova Scotia. It
is not intended to prevent anyone from being treated unequally in Nova Scotia. It is not directed toward the
academic qualifications ofthe graduate. It is not directed toward any lack [of] ethical training with respect
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to equality rights. It is directed squarely toward a university policy.

H The Resolution and Regulation would have a significant impact on religious expression
270 The impact on the religious expression would be to require it to be undertaken in a way that
significantly diminishes its value. TWU's character as an Evangelical Christian University where
behavioural standards are required to be observed by everyone would be changed. Replacing a mandatory
code with a voluntary one would mean that students who wanted to be assured that they could study in a
strictly Evangelical Christian environment would have to look elsewhere if they want to practice in Nova
Scotia. That impact is direct.

I. The Resolution and Regulation would not improve the status ofthe LGBT community in Nova
Scotia
269 The action by the NSBS does nothing to prevent a single person in Nova Scotia from being the
subject of any discriminatory action in relation to the legal profession. No lawyer will be less likely to
discriminate and no person will be less likely to be discriminated against because of it. There is no evidence
to support the contention that reasonably informed LGBT people will be more or less likely to find the
profession a welcoming one as a result ofthis particular action. It will not prevent the NSBS from being
perceived as hypocritical. It will do nothing whatsoever to improve the status ofLGBT people in this
province.

J. No evidence ofharm in BC

14.

Justice Campbell found no evidence of harm in Nova Scotia from the admission of TWU

law graduates.9 There was no evidence of harm in BC,either. TWU has graduated students who
have signed the Covenant for fifty years. In particular, it has graduated teachers for
approximately 30 years and nurses since 1997.1° Most work in BC. NSBS filed affidavits from
Dr Bryson, an education professor in BC. She was questioned as provided under our rules and
was aware of no evidence that members ofthe LGBTQ community in BC experienced increased
stress because graduates ofTWU had worked there as nurses or as teachers."

15.

TWU will be the 20th common law school in Canada.12

9Quoted at para 13A and 131, above
10A.B. Tab 3, Reasons, para 28-33
11A.B. Tab 60, Exhibit 3
12A.B. Tab 59, Record NSBS 1341/15, 1387/4. In addition, 28 British and Australian law schools accept Canadian
law students(many without requiring an LSAT); Bond University alone has 150 Canadians enrolled (A.B. Tab 59,
Record NSBS 1387/203). Ontario has 272 internationally-trained law graduates registered for articles(A.B. Tab 59,
Record NSBS 1387/50). The number used by the Advocates' Society (12)is wrong.
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Part 3 — Issues
16.

The appellant argues 7 grounds of appeal. If the standard ofreview is correctness, 3 and

6 are moot. The respondents summarize the grounds as "Justice Campbell did not err in

1. Finding NSBS was seeking to regulate TWU;
2. Finding NSBS's authority was over the graduate not the school;
3. Not deferring to NSBS's determination of its jurisdiction;
4. Finding the Charter does not increase NSBS's jurisdiction;
5. Finding no LGBTQ equality right was engaged in allowing a graduate to article;
6. Not deferring to NSBS's balancing offreedom ofreligion and equality rights;
7. His findings offact."

Part 4 - Standard of Review
17.

The respondents set out their argument on standard ofreview in the Notice of Contention

factum (and rely on the decisions ofthe BC Court).13 To the extent the standard ofreview is
reasonableness, the respondents agree with Justice Campbell that NSBS acted unreasonably
(either because NSBS did not give reasons or its decision was not within the range ofreasonable
outcomes); to the extent the standard is correctness, the respondents argue that NSBS was wrong.
At times,the appellant appears to argue that because only affidavit evidence was before Justice
Campbell, this Court is well suited to determine questions offact.14 The standard ofreview for
findings offact - whether adjudicative, social, or legislative - remains palpable and overriding
error."15

13TWU v. LSBC, 2015 BCSC 2326[Tab 27] and Ktunaxa v. BC, 2015 BCCA 352[NSBS Tab 18] para 48
14Appellant's factum, para 9, 10, 134
15Canada v. Bedford,[2013]3 S.C.R. 1101, para 56[Tab 10]
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Part 5 - Argument
I. NSBS was seeking to regulate TWU
18.

Justice Campbell found NSBS was attempting to regulate TWU and its policies.16

NSBS challenges that finding17 although it admits(in its words)TWU was the target18 ofthe
regulation, enacted to get TWU to drop its Covenant.19 The respondents say Justice Campbell
was entitled to find NSBS was attempting to regulate TWU.

19.

First, NSBS counsel told Justice Campbell that NSBS had jurisdiction to regulate a law

school and that there was no great difference between regulating what is a sufficient law degree
and regulating a law school(emphasis added):
THE COURT:It is very clearly focused at regulating the law school. There's no question here that it's ...
its regulating a law school?
MR.ROGERS:It ... it is regulating what is a sufficient law degree from a law school. There is no great
has to be
difference, My Lord. There's nothing terribly wrong with ... with regulating a law school but it all
20
done in the context ofsome valid regulatory objective and let me give an example, My Lord....
...The objectives are understandable and they would be worthy objectives. A lot of people might question
the wisdom ofthat but the objectives would be worthy. And so there's nothing wrong with them regulating
a law school. Its squarely within their wheelhouse...21

20.

Counsel made it clear that the law school was the target ofthe regulation, not the

individual(emphasis added):
THE COURT:...I wonder how being at a law school that has the covenant fundamentally or even slightly
changes the qualifications ofthe person who comes to practice law in Nova Scotia...
MS.HICKEY:... This decision is not about the individual who may well be able to end up practicing in
Nova Scotia through one ofthe varieties of access that exists. Whether its through the mobility agreement,
whether its through the agreement on intemal trade or whatever else might come up in the future. It's not
about that individual. This is about the law degree from the law school.
THE COURT: And its not about the law degree either, because there's nothing wrong with the law degree.
16A.B. Tab 3, Reasons, para 157, 175, 176, 178 and 180, quoted at para 7 ofthe Notice of Contention Factum
17Appellant's factum, para 33
18A.B. p. 2339, line 5-6, A.B. p. 2423, line 20-21
19A.B. p. 2440,line 13-15, A.B. p. 2493,line 6
20A.B. p. 2421
21A.B. p. 2422; A.B. Tab 3, Reasons, para 179
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10 l

MS.HICKEY: Well I use "law degree" because that's the traditional language that has been used in the
regulations ... where's the law degree from? It's from a law school, so...
THE COURT:So there's nothing wrong with the TWU individual grad. There's nothing wrong with a
TWU degree academically.
MS.HICKEY: Academically.
THE COURT:But there's something wrong with TWU?
MS.HICKEY: There is something wrong with the covenant that TWU requires to be mandatory ofthe
students in the law schoo1.22

21.

If NSBS were attempting to regulate a person applying for membership,the incidental

impact ofthat regulation on a law school might be proper. The resolution here targeted the
school. Justice Campbell was also entitled to consider the language ofthe resolution:23
Council accepts ... the TWU program will meet the national requirement;
Council resolves that the Community Covenant is discriminatory and therefore Council does not approve
the proposed law school at Trinity Western University unless TWU either
i) exempts law students from signing the Community Covenant; or
ii) amends the Community Covenant for law students in a way that ceases to discriminate...

22.

The resolution finds the Covenant of TWU is discriminatory and directs TWU to change

the basis on which students attend. That is regulation of TWU policy, intended to change what is
done on a campus in BC. The record contains comments from Gavin Giles QC,a council
member, about NSBS's purpose:24

At issue in Council's pending deliberations is something far broader....[the] university community's right to
entertain such religious beliefs as it and its members choose, their right to declare their religious beliefs
openly....

23.

22 •
A

That broader right of religious freedom is squarely at issue if Council is regulating

p. 2274, line 9; and see the passages beginning at A.B. p. 2275, line 12; 2208, line 8; 2267 line 11; 2273
beginning at line 9; 2339 line 3
23My emphasis, A.B. Tab 3,Reasons, para 57; The complete text is Appendix B in the Respondents' Notice of
Contention Factum. The resolution was the Covenant is discriminatory. The regulation, however, concerned
unlawful discrimination. NSBS Counsel advised that the resolution was a determination for the purposes ofthe
regulation that TWU engaged in unlawful discrimination; A.B. p. 2267, line 14
24Record, A.B. Tab 59, NSBS 0649/47
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11 I

TWU—not if NSBS is just assessing an individual graduate who appears for articles.25

24.

Justice Campbell properly considered the submissions ofNSBS counsel that NSBS was

targeting TWU to get it to drop its Covenant, the wording ofthe resolution, the comments of
Council members and the submissions made to Council and concluded that NSBS was seeking to
regulate TWU. That was a question offact for Justice Campbell. It was not a palpable and
overriding error for him to reach that finding.

25.

Regulation of an out-of-province university is beyond NSBS competence.26 Unless the

Court finds palpable and overriding error in Justice Campbell's finding, it follows that NSBS
was without constitutional authority to pass the resolution and the regulation. Whether NSBS
has constitutional authority to regulate an out-of-province university is reviewed on a standard of
correctness.27 Even without a review ofthe other issues, that disposes of the appeal.

II. NSBS AUTHORITY IS OVER GRADUATES,NOT SCHOOLS

26.

If the Court rejects Justice Campbell's finding, was NSBS seeking to accredit a law

degree?28 Does it have authority to do so? NSBS argues that Justice Campbell did not consider
the breadth of NSBS authority and argues the resolution and regulation were properly incidental
to accrediting a law degree.

25

Many ofthose who made submissions to NSBS asked it to prevent TWU from discriminating in its admissions
policy: Scott Campbell(NSBS 0064), CUPE(NSBS 0283), Rob Grant(NSBS 0291), Scott Norton(NSBS 0276),
John Rogers(NSBS 0273), OUTLaw Society(NSBS 0151),Elizabeth Whelton(NSBS 0192),Lea Staples(NSBS
0699/160)and South House Sexual and Gender Resource Centre(NSBS 0177)—a request to regulate TWU.
26The argument is briefly set out at para 9 ofthe Notice of Contention factum
27Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick,[2008] S.C.J. No 9, para 58; Dore v. Barreau du Quebec,[2012] S.C.J. 12(Dore),
para 43[NSBS Tab 13]
28Appellant's factum, para. 7
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A.

Justice Campbell correctly considered the broad authority given NSBS:

THE COURT: But doesn't the Bar Society here say that they get their authority not from this particular
section but from the more general section of dealing with the public ... regulating the public interest in the
practice oflaw?29
THE COURT:Don't they have the ability to act generally to deal with the public interest and the practice
oflaw? And that seems to be where they're going, that this is not a matter ofregulating the student or the
law school; its a matter of making a decision that they believe is in the best... in the public interest and the
practice oflaw.3°
THE COURT:Does that ... and I get the sense that the Bar Society is, indeed, saying that that itself is a
free standing grant of authority to do things, they don't have to be the specific things that are mentioned but
its a more general ability to regulate and that ability to regulate comes from the statement and requirement
that it protect the public interest in the practice...31

B. Was the resolution "imprecise': was NSBS seeking to accredit a law degree?

27.

NSBS says its resolution was imprecise,32 that it was really deciding whether to accredit a

law degree, not refusing to approve a law school because it disapproved ofthe Covenant.

28.

An elaborate process led to the resolution: hearings, submissions, legal advice and about

four months of reflection. NSBS counsel characterized it as a "very careful, thoughtful
process."33 Council did not accidently pen the resolution. The careful, thoughtful process said
what it meant. NSBS has now had a change of heart. Until TWU filed its Notice of Judicial
Review, nothing in the record suggests NSBS was "accrediting a law degree'rather than
approving a law school. In the absence of supporting evidence, the Court should not accept
NSBS was "accrediting a law degree" rather than finding the "Covenant was discriminatory."

C. NSBS does not have authority to accredit a law degree

29.

In Ontario, the Law Society of Upper Canada(LSUC)has explicit statutory authority to

29A.B. p 1982 — In 18-22
30A.B. p. 2173
31A.B. p. 2201
32Appellant's factum, para 33
33A.B. p. 2227
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accredit a law degree. LSUC may pass bylaws governing degrees in law,34 respecting legal
education, including programs of pre-licensing education or training.35 All parties to the Ontario
litigation acknowledged LSUC had authority to accredit a law degree in Ontario.36 In light ofthe
explicit authority given to LSUC,the Court found authority to accredit, or refuse to accredit,
TWU's law degree there. The Court came to the opposite result here because NSBS was seeking
to regulate TWU,but there is no express authority to accredit law degrees in LPA: TWU v.
LSUC,2015 ONSC 4250(Div Ct)(TWU Ont)[NSBS Tab 47] para 129. Can it be inferred?

30.

NSBS argues that it is a self governing society advancing the public interest. It has been

given broad discretion in the supervision oflawyers. The case it needs to make—but does not—
is to show why accrediting a law degree, rather than accrediting and supervising an applicant for
membership, is required as an incident ofthat right of self government. Even in Ontario,the law
society is not given the power to approve a law school. The Federation ofLaw Societies explains
the point this way(emphasis added):37

The national requirement focuses on entry to law society licensing programs because law societies have no
jurisdiction to approve law schools, which is within [in this case, BC]provincial government authority and
responsibility. Law societies only have authority over their own admission rules and practices.

31.

The relevant authority to make regulations in LPA is s. 5(8)(b)(emphasis added):
establishing requirements to be met by members, including educational, good character and other
requirements, and procedures for admitting or reinstating persons as members ofthe Society in each ofthe
categories of membership;

The language of LPA is to establish requirements to be met by members.38 A member cannot
meet a requirement(relating to the school's Covenant) over which she has no control.

34Law Society Act, R.S.O 1990 c. L-8, s. 62(21)[Tab 32]
35Law Society Act, R.S.O 1990 c. L-8, s. 62(23)[Tab 32]; TWU Ont[NSBS Tab 47]
36TWU Ont[NSBS Tab 47] para 52.
37A.B. Tab 59, Record, NSBS 1314/3
38
and in s. 4, those seeking the privilege of membership
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NSBS argues that authority to accredit can be inferred. LPA as a whole does not support

that inference:
• the plain language of LPA is thatjurisdiction is over applicants for membership and
members, not a law school or law degree.39 Why isn't the express language—members
and those seeking the privilege of membership—a superior inference?
• jurisdiction over law schools or law degrees would not enable NSBS to perform its role:
some graduates ofthe Schulich School of Law are qualified to practice law, some are not.
LPA requires individual assessment of qualifications and character. The individual
articling student has a principal, takes the bar admission course, and is examined. Given
assessment ofthe individual is required, an assessment ofthe degree can only be useful to
gain a general understanding of individual academic qualification.
• ifthis is the "core ofthe Society's work", why is it able to delegate it to the Federation?
• NSBS admits it has no jurisdiction during the graduate's years of law school, or if the
graduate chooses to article in a different province. The time when the question is
answered Cis the graduate qualified, according to standards established by NSBS?")is
after law school when the graduate applies to article.° That is consistent with jurisdiction
over the individual and inconsistent with jurisdiction over the school or degree. If the
core function were to assess the degree, it would take place whether or not a graduate
applies. What is the logic of accrediting or refusing to accredit a law school after the
student has graduated and has nofurther connection with the school?
• Why is this the first time NSBS has acted ifthis is a core function? Why not annually?

The authority given in the LPA is to accredit graduates applying for membership and not a
school or degree. Jurisdiction over schools or degrees is not a necessary inference and is
contrary to the scheme of LPA.

33.

At a minimum,the express language of LPA (that NSBS is to establish standards to be

met by members) must trump any incidental authority to accredit or not accredit a particular
degree. Whether incidental authority to accredit a law degree exists, NSBS is obliged to accredit
an applicant for membership whom it finds qualified. "TWU is not approved" does not relieve

39A.B. p. 2266, line 21-22, referring to the language in s. 4 and 5 about members and those seeking membership
°Regulation 3.3.1.(f)
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NSBS from determining if Brayden is qualified to practise law.

34.

A gay man attends TWU law school, and then applies to NSBS for admission. NSBS

refuses him admission because his law school has a Covenant that he does not agree with. The
respondents say that is no basis to refuse him admission. He has no control over whether the law
school has a Covenant. Jurisdiction to regulate the law degree or law school is not necessarily
incidental to the power to protect the public in the regulation ofindividual graduates. NSBS errs
in its assertion that "[d]efining a law degree ...is at the core ofthe Society's work."41 Establishing
requirements to be met by members is at the core ofthe Society's work.

35.

Justice Campbell and the Federation of Law Societies were correct: NSBS does not have

jurisdiction over law schools or law degrees and is constitutionally unable to approve a law
school in a different province. NSBS is limited to determining if a graduate is qualified to
practice law; having decided that question, NSBS has no authority to refuse the graduate based
on the policies of her law school. It is wrong and unreasonable to interpret LPA as giving NSBS
that authority.

D. If NSBS accredits degrees, it may not penalize graduates for religious school policies

36.

If the Court disagrees and finds NSBS able to accredit degrees, that authority is

circumscribed by the principle that a regulation cannot discriminate unless authorized to do so in
the governing statute. NSBS expressly admits that "[i]f a student successfully completed the
course requirements at TWU,he or she would be considered by the Society to be competent to
practice law in Nova Scotia."42 The legislature did not give NSBS authority to deny those

4IAppellant's factum, para 36
42A.B. p. 1323, Tab 47, para 113 oftheir briefin the Court below
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graduates admission because NSBS does not like the religious policies oftheir school:

As a general rule ofregulatory law, a regulation cannot discriminate between persons or classes of person
to whom it applies unless the enabling statute either expressly or implicitly permits such discrimination. A
regulation that discriminates in that way without authority may be invalidated.
Paul Salembier,Regulatory Law and Practice in Canada(Lexis Nexis, 2004), p .287[Tab 34]

37.

The leading case is Montreal v. Arcade Amusements,[1985] S.C.J. No. 16[Tab 16]:
105. [T]he power to make regulations does not include a power to adopt discriminatory provisions...unless
the legislation authorizing it states the contrary a regulation must apply to everyone in the same way. Ifthe
intent is to make a distinction, this must be stated.

38.

In Arcade Amusements,[Tab 16] para 106 the court approved the textbook statement that

"any discriminatory regulation not authorized by legislation is illegal" and stated (para 118)that
the rule was one of general application: "The principle transcends the limits of administrative
and municipal law. It is a principle offundamental freedom."

39.

The issue is not whether the regulatory distinction is sensible but whether the distinction

in the regulation is authorized by the statute. R v. Sharma,[1993] SCJ No 18 [Tab 22], para 26:

The general reasonableness or rationality ofthe distinction is not at issue: discrimination can only occur
where the enabling legislation specifically so provides or where the discrimination is a necessary incident
to exercising the power delegated by the province.

40.

In Arcade Amusements[Tab 16](at para 122):
It may well be that an authorization to make distinctions based on the age of children and adolescents
would be useful to the City in exercising its power to adopt policing by-laws; but however useful or
convenient such an authorization might be, I am not persuaded that it is so absolutely necessary to the
exercise ofthose powers that it would have to be found in the enabling provisions, by necessary inference
or implicit delegation.

41.

Justice Pugsley in Way v Covert,[1997] NSJ 204(C.A.)[Tab 29] at para 27-29 held that

the principle is not restricted to municipalities but applies to provincial government regulations:
It is clear that the Supreme Court of Canada has not limited the principle of discrimination to the field of
municipal by-laws.
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If the province cannot pass regulations that discriminate on a basis not authorized by

statute, neither can NSBS. In Clyke v. Nova Scotia, [2005] N.S.J. No. 3[Tab 11] Justice
Fichaud for the Court of Appeal summarized the law:

16 In Forget v. Quebec(Attorney General),[1988]2 S.C.R. 90 at paras. 28-30, Justice Lamer for the
majority stated:
28 In theory, the power to regulate does not include the power to discriminate. Accordingly, where
a statute contains no authorization, express or implied, a discriminatory regulation may be
challenged and set aside....
30 In the absence of express provisions to the contrary or delegation by necessary implication, the
legislator reserves the exclusive right to discriminate.
The issue is not whether the challenged regulation is "reasonable" per se. Rather,the issue is whether the
statute expressly or by necessary implication permits the regulation to draw the challenged distinction.
Necessary implication is determined from the statute's text and purpose.

43.

NSBS in exercising its statutory monopoly was not given authority to discriminate

between qualified graduates based on the school they attended or whether the school had a
Covenant. Ifthey are qualified, they are qualified. The regulation is invalid because it makes a
distinction not authorized in the statute.

44.

Two other points. First, LPA authorizes the establishment of standards and requirements

which relate to the applicant. The provisions here do not relate to the applicant and are not
standards. NSBS may establish requirements which go beyond mere academic criteria. Good
character is a relevant, non academic criterion.43 However,the grant of authority is to establish
requirements related to the applicant's qualification to practice law. Here, NSBS admits the
graduate is qualified and competent. There is no grant of authority to establish requirements
which are unrelated.
43

At para 56 in its factum,NSBS appears to characterize Justice Campbell's decision as holding the society only has
jurisdiction to address academic qualifications. The Advocates' Society makes a similar argument at para 27. The
respondents have always acknowledged fitness is broader than academic qualification. NSBS can establish
requirements to be met by members which go beyond the academic—for example, good character, fitness—but they
must relate to the member,not his school.
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45.

Second,the authority given is to establish standards, an objective measure of some

quality by which things are judged.44 It is establishing a standard to say that graduates must have
taken 100 hours of class instruction; it is not the establishment of a standard but(perhaps)the
application of a standard to say this particular school does not provide 100 class hours. The
legislative requirement for the establishment of a standard protects from arbitrary decisions. It
allows the Court to assess whether the standard is fairly applied. The resolution did not establish
a standard about a graduate's qualifications or about belief, association or the signing of a
covenant. The fact the legislature directed the establishment of standards does not entitle NSBS
to refuse to approve TWU (or a graduate) on an ad hoc basis without identifying a standard.

46.

The regulation suffers from the same defect. The regulation provides that "[a law degree]

approved by the Federation of Law Societies of Canada [qualifies a graduate]... unless Council,
acting in the public interest, determines that the university granting the degree unlawfully
discriminates. This is not a standard. It means"a law degree is not a law degree if council
determines". Council is reserving the right to determine on an ad hominem basis, whether it
approves of a particular school. Apart from the fact the inquiry is required to be about the
graduate not the school,this is not a standard. This is an arbitrary determination, prohibited by
LPA's requirement for standards. NSBS lacked authority for the resolution or the regulation.45

44For example,in Regulation 3.3 NSBS established standards for the qualifications of members. A.B. Tab 47(c)
45For the same reason, because the regulation does not establish a standard but merely reserves to Council a plenary
discretion to determine if it will approve a law school, the regulation fails the requirement under the Charter to be
"prescribed by law". The point is explained in Irwin Toy v. Quebec[1989] S.C.J. No 36[Tab 14](my emphasis):
63 Absolute precision in the law exists rarely, if at all. The question is whether the legislature has provided an intelligible
standard according to which the judiciary must do its work. The task ofinterpreting how that standard applies in particular
instances might always be characterized as having a discretionary element, because the standard can never specify all the
instances in which it applies. On the other hand, where there is no intelligible standard and where the legislature has given
a plenary discretion to do whatever seems best in a wide set ofcircumstances,there is no "limit prescribed by law".
In Osborne v. Canada,[1991] S.C.T. No.45[Tab 20] Justice Sopinka adopted the statements made by McLachlin
J. in an earlier case and added(my emphasis):
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III. Justice Campbell was correct not to defer to NSBS's determination ofjurisdiction

47.

NSBS was not sitting as a tribunal(with power to decide legal questions) but as a policy

making body. NSBS argues the Court was obliged to defer to NSBS's determination of
jurisdiction. Assuming reasonableness is the standard, was Justice Campbell obliged to defer?46

48.

First, if NSBS had turned its mind to whether it had jurisdiction to approve a law school,

the language ofthe resolution would be different. According to NSBS's reasoning,the
resolution would refer to accrediting a law degree. The language ofthe resolution is strong
evidence NSBS did not consider the issue on which it now asks for deference. At least, NSBS
offers no evidence it considered its authority to enact the resolution.

49.

NSBS is broadly correct that professional societies are given wide powers of self

government and the interpretation oflanguage in their home statute is a matter on which they are
owed deference.47 Before NSBS is entitled to deference,the decision must be within the range of
reasonable outcomes and NSBS must demonstrate it has given due regard to Brayden's and
TWU's Charter rights.48 NSBS asks the Court to assume it did so, presumably as a matter of

51
Vagueness can have constitutional significance in at least two ways in a s. 1 analysis. A law may be so
uncertain as to be incapable of being interpreted so as to constitute any restraint on governmental power. The
uncertainty may arise either from the generality ofthe discretion conferred on the donee ofthe power or from the
use oflanguage that is so obscure as to be incapable [page626] of interpretation with any degree ofprecision using
the ordinary tools. In these circumstances, there is no "limit prescribed by law" and no s. 1 analysis is necessary as
the threshold requirement for its application is not met. The second way in which vagueness can play a
constitutional role is in the analysis of s. 1. A law which passes the threshold test may, nevertheless, by reason ofits
imprecision, not qualify as a reasonable limit. Generality and imprecision oflanguage may fail to confine the
invasion of a Charter right within reasonable limits. In this sense vagueness is an aspect of overbreadth.
46In the Notice of Contention factum the respondents argue that correctness applies here. Ifthe Court accepts that
argument, this issue is moot.
47A.B. Tab 3,Reasons, para 156; Eg,Smith v. Alliance Pipeline, [2011] 1 S.C.R. 160,[Tab 25] para 26
48Notice of Contention Factum, para 33 & 34; Bonitto [NSBS Tab 5] para 66, TWU v. BC Teachers,[2001] S.C.J.
No 32(BC Teachers)[NSBS Tab 46]:
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faith. Even if reasonableness is the standard, the decision was unreasonable in failing to do that.

50.

NSBS did not give reasons for its decision.49 Now it argues, without supporting

evidence, the Court should find NSBS considered everything it was obliged to consider. There is
no evidence beyond speculation why this resolution was adopted. Unlike in Ontario where the
Court could identify the analysis and reasoning of Benchers in reaching their decision,5° Justice
Campbell cannot defer to NSBS's decision in the absence ofreasons. The quotation from Egg
Films[Tab 3]is apt:
...the judge follows the tribunal's analytical path and decides whether the tribunal's outcome is
reasonable... That itinerary requires a respectful attention to the tribunal's reasons...

51.

Here,there was no analytical path. To be entitled to deference, the analytical path must:
• Address whether NSBS had jurisdiction to approve a law school(or accredit a law
degree);
• Address whether NSBS could refuse a qualified graduate because ofthe religious
policies of her law school;
• Address whether it would be in the public interest to do so;
• Recognize TWU is not subject to the Charter or Nova Scotia human rights legislation;
• Explain how the Covenant could be "unlawful" discrimination in the absence of a
legislative provision;
• Acknowledge the Charter rights possessed by TWU and students at TWU,the benefit in
having a Covenant, and the sincerity ofthe religious beliefs engaged;
• Delineate the Charter rights ofthe respondents;
• Address whether there were harms experienced in Nova Scotia if TWU graduates were

33 ...The BCCT did not weigh the various rights involved in its assessment ofthe alleged discriminatory practices
of TWU by not taking into account the impact of its decision on the right to freedom of religion ofthe members of
TWU.Accordingly, this Court must.
49This is not a situation where the reasons are merely inadequate: NLNU v. Newfoundland[2011] S.C.J. No.62
"In Ontario, the Benchers debated the issue. It was possible to infer from that why Benchers voted as they did.
Here, members ofthe public made submissions, but individual voters (apart from Gavin Giles QC)did not given
reasons for voting as they did. TWU Ont[NSBS Tab 47] para 46 & 49.
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allowed to article here;
• Explain why it was not possible to delineate the Charter rights of equality and religious
freedom, association and expression in a manner in which all could be enjoyed here;
• Explain why the infringement was rationally connected to the rights in issue;
• Explain why this impairment ofthe respondents' rights was proportionate; and
• Address whether the obligations of state neutrality limited NSBS's ability to act.

52.

NSBS argues that although no reasons were given, no reasons are given for municipal

bylaws in Halifax51 and ordinary decisions of bar council do not require reasons. Indeed,
municipalities can make policy decisions without giving reasons: Catalyst Paper v. North
Cowichan, 2012 SCC 5[NSBS Tab 9] para 29.

53.

A tribunal's reasoning is required to be transparent and intelligible: Mouvement laique

quebecois v. Saguenay, [2015] S.C.J. No 16 (Saguenay)[NSBS Tab 23] para 50. Second, Dore
v. Barreau du Quebec,[2012] S.C.J. 12, para 43(Dore)[NSBS Tab 13] requires reasons as the
price of deference on Charter issues, when the tribunal is balancing Charter rights against
statutory objectives. Third, NSBS holds a monopoly on who becomes a lawyer. A higher
standard is required in the exercise ofthat function than for cat bylaws(because a duty of
fairness is owed). Besides providing the Court with an analytical path, reasons are required as a
matter of procedural fairness, to explain to Brayden and TWU why NSBS has ruled against
them. NSBS admits that until NSBS filed its brief in the Court below,the respondents
misunderstood the reasons for the resolution.52

54.

Before Justice Campbell,NSBS argued that a memorandum prepared by the five member

51A.B. Tab 60, p. 2242
52A.B. Tab 47, p. 1297(Appellant's briefin the court below); Tab 48, p. 1460(Reply brief in the court below)
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Executive Committee could be a substitute for the reasons ofthe 19 members who voted." That
memo is not a substitute—it does not recommend a particular course to council, so it is
speculation why council, or any individual council member, voted 10-9. Did they vote in favour
for one of reasons given, or some other reason? No record was kept as to what Council members
said, if anything, to justify their vote.54 Why did they vote against?

55.

Even if the memo from five can be used as a substitute for reasons from 19, it fails the

test of setting out an analytical path the Court can follow. It does not address the 12 points in
para 51. The memo does not mention expression, association or the s. 15 rights of Brayden and
other TWU graduates. NSBS cannot demonstrate due regard for those rights if it does not
mention them. NSBS did not offer reasons why ifthe graduate is qualified NSBS is nonetheless
able to refuse the graduate because ofthe conduct of her school. There may be an analytical path
for interpreting LPA to mean qualified = qualified + right school but there is no reasoning given
to support it. Without reasons, without considering these issues, in the face of a motion saying it
was doing something else, there is no basis to defer to NSBS's analytical path, assuming it could
be guessed at. The decision at a minimum is unreasonable.

Iv.

56.

CHARTER DOES NOT INCREASE NSBS JURISDICTION

NSBS argues that TWU has "entered the public sphere and NSBS must apply the

Charter to TWU and refuse TWU graduates; otherwise NSBS condones discrimination in Nova
Scotia. NSBS argues the Charter required NSBS to amend its regulation and that Justice
Campbell was obliged to defer to NSBS's balancing of rights against statutory objectives.
(NSBS does not argue Justice Campbell's Charter decision was wrong.)
53A.B. Tab 59, Record, NSBS 1064
54A.B. Tab 59,Record, NSBS 1255
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57.

TWU is not subject to the Charter. TWU has not entered the public sphere; entering the

public sphere does not change when the Charter applies. The argument NSBS would be
condoning something is wrong. NSBS can choose to amend its regulation or pass a resolution,
but the Charter does not oblige it to do so. NSBS must not breach the s. 2 and s. 15 rights of
TWU and TWU graduates. If there is a competing statutory objective, NSBS must balance it
against the rights as directed in Bonitto v. Halifax,[2015] N.S.J. No. 357(C.A.)(Bonitto)[NSBS
Tab 5]. Justice Campbell correctly concluded there were no harms in Nova Scotia to the rights
advanced by NSBS and that if there were,the rights ofthe respondents required the resolution
and regulation be set aside.

A. NSBS found the Covenant"unlawful discrimination"

58.

NSBS determined that "the Community Covenant is discriminatory". NSBS explains the

standard used to determine unlawful discrimination:

MS.HICKEY: ... the Nova Scotia Barristers' Society has found that a law degree from Trinity Western
unlawfully discriminates under the Charter and under the Nova Scotia Human Rights Act.55

B. NSBS authority and the Charter
59.

A tribunal with express or implied power to decide questions oflaw has jurisdiction to

apply the Charter: Nova Scotia v. Martin,[2003] S.C.J. No. 54, para 45 [Tab 18]; Dore, para 36
[NSBS Tab 13]. NSBS was not sitting as a tribunal. Council was a policy making body. It had
no power (as a policy making body)to decide questions oflaw or give a Charter remedy. In

55 p 2267,line 14. Assessing the Covenant for Charter compliance means correctness is the standard ofreview.
Dore recognized:

36 When Charter values are applied to an individual administrative decision, they are being applied in
relation to a particular set offacts. Dunsmuir tells us this should attract deference (para. 53...). When a
particular "lawn is being assessed for Charter compliance, on the other hand, we are dealing with principles
of general application.
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making Charter determinations outside of an adjudication, NSBS is not entitled to deference.56

60.

The Charter does not increase NSBS authority to pass resolutions or amend its

regulations: McKinney v. University ofGuelph [1990] 3 SCR 229 at 272-275(McKinney)[Tab
15] para 21, but NSBS does not need to resort to the Charter. NSBS has authority to pass
resolutions or amend regulations anyway. Members of NSBS council may have been motivated
by a belief in equality but neither that belief nor the Charter changes NSBS authority.

C. The Charter does not apply to TWU

61.

NSBS acknowledges57 TWU is private.58 The Charter does not apply to public

universities59 (let alone private ones) or to private conduct.6° Because neither the Charter nor
HRA applies, TWU's actions are not unlawful. Far from being unlawful, the Covenant is
constitutionally protected. The Court is able to dispose ofthe appeal on the basis it was outside
the range ofreasonable outcomes for NSBS to find the Covenant unlawful discrimination(or at
least it was unreasonable to do so without a path ofreasoning to explain why actions not
regulated by a law could be unlawful).
D. Public sphere?

62.

TWU does not agree it has "entered the public sphere, whatever that means. Public

universities are not subject to the Charter: McKinney [Tab 15]. If Dalhousie is not subject to the
Charter, TWU certainly cannot be. Teachers and nurses in Canada work almost exclusively in
the public system (and patients and students often have no choice of nurse or teacher). Teachers
56 Which would result from the failure to give reasons in any event.
57Footnote 5 ofNSBS's briefin the Court below A.B. p. 1294, Tab 47; A.B. Tab 3,Reasons,footnote 11 and para,
28 and 32; see also Dr Wood's affidavit, A.B. Tab 38
58A.B. Tab 3, Reasons, para 32
59McKinney[Tab 15] at 272-275; Telfer v. University of Western Ontario, 2012 ONSC 1287[Tab 26] at para 61.
60Sagen v. Vancouver Organizing Committee,[2009] BCJ No.2293(C.A.)[Tab 24] para 54,56,63.
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are important in the transmission of values. If the Charter does not apply to nursing schools or
teachers' colleges, it does not apply to law schools(where most clients can choose their lawyer
and most lawyers are privately employed). Graduates of public universities enter regulated
public professions (including the practice oflaw); those public universities are not thereby
subject to the Charter. TWU does not accept that operating a university (or a law school) means
it has entered the public sphere.61

63.

Second, no authority or argumentation is presented to explain why the Charter applies

when a private actor "enters the public sphere. How does s. 32 ofthe Charter("This Charter
applies...to the Parliament and government of Canada... and... the legislature and government of
each province)reach private religious universities because they have "entered the public
sphere? On the contrary, the Supreme Court has authoritatively determined that private players
entering the public sphere are entitled to promote their religious views:62
...a neutral public space does not mean the homogenization of private players in that space. Neutrality is
required of institutions and the state, not individuals.

Ifthe Charter applied to a religious organization, ofcourse it would fail a Charter values test:
religious organizations profess faith in God which is necessarily contrary to the state neutrality
required by the Charter. The point is the Charter does not apply to private organizations or
private activity.

64.

In Law Society v. Andrews,[1989] S.C.J. No.6(Andrews)[NSBS Tab 20], Justice

Maclntyre noted:
25 ...[Section 15] is not a general guarantee of equality; it does not provide for equality between

61"Although churches may be created by statute, nonetheless they are in law private bodies like universities and
trade unions. The government legislation which creates them only facilitates their legal existence -- they remain
private bodies": United Church ofCanada v. Anderson,(Gen. Div.)(1991),2 OR(3d)30(S.C.) at para. 41
Saguenay,[NSBS Tab 23] at para 74; see also S.L. v. Commission scolaire des Chenes,[2012] SCC 7(S.L.)
[NSBS Tab 40] at para 32.
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individuals or groups within society in a general or abstract sense, nor does it impose on individuals or
groups an obligation to accord equal treatment to others. It is concerned with the application ofthe law.

65.

Private entities are not subject to the responsibilities of equality under s. 15 of the

Charter. The point was repeated this way in Sagen v. Vancouver Organizing Committee, [2009]
B.C.J. No.2293(C.A.)(Sagen)[Tab 24], leave to appeal refused (emphasis added):
54 ..Section 15(1)sets out constitutional guarantees of equality that are broad in scope, but it does not
constitute a general guarantee of equality. Rather, the section guarantees equality only in the way that the
law affects individuals. Where the law is not implicated in discrimination or inequality, s. 15(1) is not
engaged...
56 In the case before us, the appellants' greatest challenge is to demonstrate that the unequal benefit(the
availability of men's, but not women's, skijumping events) is in some way a product of"law". On the face
ofit, the right to compete in a skijumping event at the Olympics Games does not appear to be a "benefit of
the law". It is not a right deriving from legislation, nor is it conferred by a governmental entity. Instead, it
derives from a decision by the IOC to hold an event. It is not suggested that the IOC is a law-making
body....

66.

If NSBS were correct, the Vancouver Organizing Committee "entered the public sphere"

and would be subject to the Charter—it would be precluded from "condoning" discrimination by
allowing only men's skijumping. In fact, the Charter guarantees equality only in the way law
affects individuals. TWU is not a law making body. No law requires students to sign the
Covenant or attend TWU. Section 15 has no application when the discrimination does not arise
from a law. TWU has not entered the public sphere; entering the public sphere does not change
whether the Charter applies. The Charter does not apply to TWU.TWU has no obligation to
create law school seats in a manner that benefits everyone equally. Seats at a private religious
school are not a public good.63

63 NSBS

acknowledges that TWU seeks to teach law from a Christian worldview (A.B. Tab 47, para 42, 43)and that
evangelical Christians do not compartmentalize their religious faith (Taylor affidavit, A.B. Tab 37 para 55, 84;
Reimer affidavit, A.B. Tab 41 para. 48-52).
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E. "NSBS must act in accordance with the Charter"

67.

The second argument NSBS makes for applying the Charter to a private religious

university is that NSBS itself must act in accordance with the Charter. In doing so, it can impose
Charter values on those it regulates.

68.

The Charter does not apply to private conduct; NSBS acting in accordance with the

Charter means not applying it to private conduct.

69.

The Charter reflects a deliberate choice: it applies to government conduct and to bodies

acting on behalf ofthe state; it does not apply to private individuals or conduct. The Charter is a
limit on government authority, not a "blueprint for moral conformity.'64 The argument by NSBS
would allow the Charter to measure every relationship touched by government. Syrian refugee
organizations would be precluded from preferentially giving funding to Syrian refugees.
(Discrimination on the basis of national or ethnic origin). LGBTQ organizations would not be
able to advocate in favour of gay positive laws but would be required to advocate equally in
favour of hetero-normative legislation.

70.

Rather, there is a public benefit in not applying the Charter to private organizations and

instead allowing them to take sides and advocate for particular positions. Law and society
advance when private organizations are free to advocate for a particular position. If we apply the
Charter to all advocacy groups and religions, no one is allowed to take sides and advocate in
favour of a change in the law. Legal norms which create space for private relationships, and
allow organizations to advocate on behalf of particular causes, benefit all minorities. BC Civil
Liberties Association explains the importance of not applying the Charter to TWU:
"A.B. Tab 3, Reasons, para 10, and see McKinney[Tab 15], para 21
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...[I]t is crucial to remember that TWU is not a public university and these conditions are not imposed on
TWU students—they are voluntarily accepted by those students who choose to attend TWU....
Human rights anti-discrimination laws and Charter guarantees of equality are of vital importance to the
legal ordering of Canadian society, but they are not the only legal norms which play a role in defining and
safeguarding our social relations and personal rights and freedoms. Our legal norms also create space for
private relationships ordered under self-defined terms and conditions, such as those that exist between
TWU,its students and faculty.
The BCCLA believes that any private religious institution must have the right to its conditions for
membership in accordance with the religious beliefs held by that membership. Individual members of a
religious faith are similarly free to observe or reject these conditions, and to make decisions about whether
they wish to belong to these institutions accordingly. These freedoms are essential to the ability of any
religious group to carry on its existence. People who are not members of a particular religion(and even
those who are) may not approve of or be comfortable with the beliefs of that faith. However,BCCLA's
position—in accordance with the decision ofthe Supreme Court of Canada in Trinity Western University—
is that the repugnance of a certain set of beliefs even to a majority of Canadians cannot be the basis to deny
a public good, such as entry to a profession, to members of that faith.65

F. Condoning discrimination

71.

NSBS argues that even if no discrimination occurs in Nova Scotia, condoning

discrimination in BC is the same as actual discrimination66 in Nova Scotia; contending that if
NSBS did not amend the regulation governing articles, NSBS would condone discrimination
here and thus breach the HRA and the Charter.

72.

Section 15 protects from discrimination, not offence. Giving offence is not equivalent to

discrimination. Roncarelli offended the government of Quebec, and allowing him a liquor
licence condoned his affiliation with the Jehovah Witnesses67. That is not a basis for lawful
administrative action.68 The argument is also wrong:
• it assumes what it is trying to prove. If TWU and its students have a constitutional right
to associate on the basis ofreligious beliefs and the Covenant, NSBS is not condoning
anything. It is simply doing what it is constitutionally obliged to do. It is only ifwe
assume that TWU students do not have a Charter right, that condoning may arise.
65A.B. Tab 59, Record, NSBS 0481/6 — 0481/7
66Appellant's factum para 49, 51
67
Roncarelli v. Duplessis,[1959] SCR 121
68By NSBS reasoning, a municipality must use "Charter values" in deciding whether to issue a building permit: it
could never allow a church (discrimination on the basis ofreligion), a building owned by Roman Catholic nuns
(discrimination on the basis of sex) or evangelicals (discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation), or an
organization that advocated on behalf ofLGBTQ (discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation).
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Whether TWU students have a Charter right is an issue to be decided in this case.
• the argument is a false dichotomy. NSBS can recognize an individual graduate is
qualified and not approve the moral and religious teachings ofTWU. Approving the
graduate does not mean condoning the university's religious beliefs or teachings.
• it is clear NSBS does not agree with the religious values expressed in the Covenant.
Justice Campbell found NSBS does not condone the Covenant.69 So there is no factual
basis for the premise ofthe NSBS argument. If NSBS does not amend the regulation, it is
not because NSBS condones the Covenant.
• NSBS is not entitled to condone or discourage the Covenant." It must neither favour nor
hinder a particular religious belief: S.L. [NSBS Tab 40] at para 32. NSBS is obliged to
be neutral, it is not entitled to amend its regulation to encourage or discourage a particular
belief
• no argumentation is presented as to why NSBS is entitled to impose penalties in Nova
Scotia for conduct in BC (in particular, for lawful conduct in BC). As argued in the
Notice of Contention Factum,NSBS does not have constitutional authority to impose
penalties in Nova Scotia for conduct elsewhere, unless it is incidenta1.71 This is not
incidental.
• a desire not to condone something does not increase legal jurisdiction. Presumably the
Nova Scotia government does not condone what is happening in Syria but that does not
give it legal authority in foreign affairs. The issue remains: is NSBS entitled to refuse a
graduate because ofthe actions of her school? What balancing of Charter rights is
required? The analysis of"condoning" does not avoid those steps.72
73.

NSBS's legal authority to act is not increased because of a (false) concern it condones

TWU's policies if NSBS admits a qualified graduate. Even if TWU were subject to the Charter,

69A.B. p. 2431 at line 17
"Syndicat Northcrest v. Amselem, 2004 SCC 47(Amselem)[NSBS Tab 44] at para. 51; Saguenay,[NSBS Tab 23]
at paras. 72, 74.
71The argument is set out at para 9 ofthe Respondents' Notice of Contention factum
72 The argument that otherwise NSBS would be condoning discrimination was made and expressly rejected in BC
Teachers:
18 We mentioned earlier that a lower standard had been applied by the Court of Appeal on the findings
ofthe BCCT with regard to the existence of discriminatory practices and,ifthey are present, whether they
have created a perception that the BCCT condones this discriminatory conduct.
19 ... The respondent in this case argued that the refusal of accreditation would create the perception that
the BCCT does not value freedom ofreligion and conscience and endorses stereotypical attributes with
regard to TWU graduates.(my emphasis)
Despite that argument, the BC College of Teachers was not entitled to apply the Charter to TWU,it did not increase
the College's right to regulate TWU. It was not allowed to do anything it could not otherwise do because it"would
condone discrimination" if it admitted TWU graduates.
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NSBS would not be entitled to refuse a qualified graduate of TWU.

G. The Charter does apply to NSBS

74.

In regulating admission to articles, NSBS is subject to the Charter73 and NSBS must give

effect to the Charter rights of TWU and its graduates as fully as possible: Bonitto,[NSBS Tab
5] para 66.

75.

The issue is whether admitting a TWU graduate to articles causes harm in Nova Scotia;

NSBS has instead asked whether TWU's Covenant is discriminatory. NSBS has not provided an
analytical path for substituting the second question for the first. Because NSBS did not do so,74
Justice Campbell had to consider whether the equality rights ofthe LGBTQ community in Nova
Scotia are affected at all, and if so, whether they can be delineated in a way to avoid conflict with
the s. 2 and s. 15 rights ofthe respondents. If the rights cannot be delineated without conflict,
the question is whether the harms experienced in Nova Scotia outweigh the harms to TWU and
its graduates, and finally whether NSBS has breached its duty of neutrality in directing a
religious law school to change its religious views and in taking a position on a religious issue
(whether sexual intimacy outside a sacramental marriage is sinful). The respondents say that the
resolution and regulation breach their rights, that those rights can be delineated without a conflict
with the rights ofthe LGBTQ community,that no harms are experienced by the LGBTQ
community by permitting TWU graduates to article in Nova Scotia, that therefore the resolution
and regulation are disproportionate limits on the rights of TWU graduates; in any event the
resolution and regulation breach NSBS's duty of state neutrality.

73 Andrews[NSBS Tab 20]
74BC Teachers,[NSBS Tab 46] para 33
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V. No LGBTQ EQUALITY RIGHT WAS ENGAGED IN ALLOWING GRADUATES TO ARTICLE

76.

The appellant argues an LGBTQ equality right was engaged in allowing graduates to

article. Were there harms to the LGBTQ community in Nova Scotia ifTWU graduates were
permitted to article? Did unlawful discrimination occur in Nova Scotia?

A.

77.

No harms arise in Nova Scotia from articles

Justice Campbell found no harms resulted in Nova Scotia from the admission of TWU

graduates to article, and no benefits resulted from their exclusion.

78.

The appellant challenges that finding offact,75 referring to six submissions made to

NSBS. The submissions refer to an attack on a gay man,the experience of discrimination
walking down the street in Halifax,that LGBT have experienced pervasive discrimination,
homophobia,that the existence of TWU would undermine one's sense of security, and that a law
school with a Covenant would validate homophobia.76 NSBS argues "minority stress in Nova
Scotia is real."77

79.

The appellant's evidence misses the point. Justice Campbell did not ignore that evidence:

he accepted that the LGBTQ community is subject to discrimination78 and that was admitted by
the respondents. The issue is not whether the LGBTQ community has been historically subject to
discrimination and disadvantage. The issue is whether there was evidence before NSBS that
granting articles to a TWU graduate causes harms here,79 or whether refusing that graduate
reduces harms here. There was no evidence of either. The stress—because TWU has a
75Appellant's factum, para 131-133
76A.B. 2445-2450
77Appellant's factum, para 111, 117, 118
78A.B. Tab 3, para 85
79NSBS admits that the issue is whether harms occur here: A.B. p. 2271, line 19-20
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Covenant—occurs whether or not that graduate is admitted to Nova Scotia.80 Justice Campbell
found the resolution and regulation would not prevent discrimination in Nova Scotia.81 If
admitting TWU graduates does not increase harms in Nova Scotia, and there is no increase in
LGBTQ protections if the TWU graduate is turned away,the resolution and regulation do not
engage an LGBTQ equality right.

80.

NSBS acknowledges that "Evangelical Christians are entitled to hold beliefs which others

may characterize as homophobic"82 namely "...that sexual activity is reserved for marriage
between a man and a woman and to express that belief by voluntarily signing and abiding by all
terms ofthe Covenant both on and off-campus."83 No argumentation is presented why the
stressors on LGBTQ are different ifthe Evangelical Christians who hold those views went to
TWU rather than a different law school. So it is not necessary to balance harms to TWU
graduates against harms to LGBTQ members in Nova Scotia — there are no harms here to
LGBTQ members if TWU graduates are admitted.

81.

Dr Bryson was questioned as provided under our rules and was aware of no evidence that

members ofthe LGBTQ community in BC experienced increased stress because graduates of
TWU had worked there as nurses or as teachers." The evidence before NSBS was that LGBTQ
numbers were increasing in the Nova Scotia bar.85 There was no evidence that would change if
TWU graduates were admitted. Justice Campbell was correct to find there was no evidence of

8° And presumably whether the graduate signed the Covenant as an undergraduate, a law student or otherwise
81A.B. Tab 3, Reasons, para 269
82A.B. 1297 Tab 47, para 24 ofthe NSBS briefin the Court below
83A.B. 1380,Tab 47, para 322 ofNSBS's brief in the Court below. That admission disposes of most ofthe
Advocates' Society argument.
84A.B. Tab 60, Exhibit 3
85Eg, A.B. Tab 60, Record, NSBS 0699/175, 177
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harm if a TWU graduate were admitted to articles in Nova Scotia.86

B. No discrimination occurs in Nova Scotia

82.

NSBS argues that allowing a TWU graduate to article in Nova Scotia would be actual

discrimination.87 Justice Campbell asked the question directly:
THE COURT:So how would admitting a TWU law grad amount to the Bar Society discriminating against
anybody?...88
THE COURT: So how is the Nova Scotia ... who is the Nova Scotia Bar Society discriminating against by
... by not ... if it allows a TWU graduate, based on the TWU degree against whom is it visiting the
discrimination?
MS.HICKEY:It would be against the LGB individuals, My Lord, in that ... in that context."

83.

Justice Campbell rejected that assertion and found that recognizing a TWU law degree

would not result in any discriminatory action, however broadly defined, taking place in Nova
Scotia.9° Let us examine that reasoning and the challenge NSBS makes. Before the impugned
amendment,the regulations provided in part as follows:
ADMISSIONS
3.1 Interpretation
(b)"law degree means i) a bachelor oflaws degree or a juris doctor degree from a faculty of common law
at a Canadian university approved by the Federation ofLaw Societies of Canada for the granting of such
degree, or an equivalent qualification; ...
3.3
Application for enrolment as an articled clerk
3.3.1 An applicant for enrolment as an articled clerk must:
(a)be of good character;
(b)be a fit and proper person;
(c)be lawfully entitled to be employed in Canada;
(d)have a law degree...91

84.

The regulation is neutral on its face. A regulation neutral on its face will be

86para. 13A and 131 of this factum
"Appellant's factum, para 82
"A.B.2268, line 16
89A.B. p. 2298, linel 1-16
99para 118
91A.B. Tab 59 Record, NSBS 1667/18
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discriminatory under s. 15 if it has an adverse effect on individuals based on an enumerated or
analogous ground.92 NSBS argues that once the Federation of Law Societies approved the TWU
law degree, this provision became discriminatory. Here, there is no evidence of adverse effect if
NSBS admits TWU graduates: that is the missing piece to a finding of discrimination.93

85.

Section 15 ofthe Charter sets out what is guaranteed: equality before and under the law.

The issue is whether accrediting a TWU graduate (pursuant to this regulation) denies someone
else equality before and under the law. There is no basis for finding that an LGBTQ graduate is
excluded from Nova Scotia, or accepted on less favourable terms,if TWU graduates article here
also.94 NSBS is not responsible for the religious policies of TWU;Brayden is not responsible for
the actions of TWU (although he chose to attend for personal religious reasons) and the
Covenant is not "law". If the Covenant were discriminatory, admitting TWU graduates does not
deny anyone else equality under the law. Section 15 has no application where the discrimination
does not arise from a law: Andrews[NSBS Tab 20], Sagen [Tab 24].

86.

In BC Teachers[NSBS Tab 46] at para 25 the court acknowledged that many LGBTQ

students could only sign the Covenant at "considerable personal cost" but then noted that "is not
in itself sufficient to establish discrimination as it is understood in our s. 15 jurisprudence". On
that authority, the Covenant does not establish discrimination. Even ifthat were the correct
question to address, NSBS erred.
920nt Human Rights v. Simpson Sears, [1985] SCJ No 74[Tab 19]. Even so, the regulation remains valid, it simply
creates a duty to accommodate.
93Indeed, in finding the Covenant discriminatory, instead of considering whether admitting a graduate was
discrimination, NSBS asked the wrong question.
94The evidence before NSBS was that LGBTQ numbers were increasing in the Nova Scotia bar. A.B. Tab 60,
Record, NSBS 0699/175, 177. The assumption adding a law school at TWU will reduce LGBTQ access to law
school is contrary to the record(A.B. Tab 59, Record,NSBS 1341/15). There is no evidence of a demand in the
LGBTQ community for law school seats which is not being met; if there were, that does not prove it is in the public
interest to supply more. Further, no argumentation is offered why a private law school in a different province has an
obligation to meet the needs ofthe LGBTQ community in Nova Scotia (rather than Dalhousie).
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In its factum, NSBS makes an argument based on Vriend v. Alberta,[1998] 1 SCR 493

[NSBS Tab 481.95 In Vriend, the Supreme Court concluded the Alberta Individual Rights
Protection Act was contrary to s. 15 ofthe Charter(because the IRPA did not protect against
discrimination on account of sexual orientation). The court in Vriend remedied the
discrimination in the legislation by reading in language. NSBS generalizes from this case that
condoning discrimination is the same as discrimination.

88.

First, the fact legislation was found to be underinclusive in that case does not mean all

legislation is underinclusive (still less that all legislation is discriminatory as underinclusive).
The starting point is still to determine if the regulation before amendment was in fact
underinclusive or otherwise discriminatory. Until we have such a finding, there is no second
step. Justice Campbell concluded admitting a TWU graduate would not amount to
discrimination taking place in Nova Scotia.96 Unless a finding is made that the former regulation
is discriminatory, Vriend is no authority for amendment. Vriend was expressly considered in BC
Teachers, which found the Covenant did not amount to discrimination. The Supreme Court of
Canada rejected the generalization urged by the appellant in the closest parallel to our case.

89.

Second, Vriend dealt with government action, namely the scope of human rights

legislation. This "total exclusion from a legislative scheme"97 was a government decision to
withhold protections from members ofthe LGBTQ community,rooted in law, which it had
undertaken to provide other societal groups. Our case concerns the religious beliefs and policies
of a private university, not government action. The Court in Vriend took specific notice ofthe
fact that the constitutional challenge in question concerned legislation and "did not concern the
95Appellant's factum, para 71
96A.B. Tab 3,Reasons, para 118; set out at para 13A and 131, above.
97As later characterized by Abella J. in Quebec v. A,[2013] S.C.J. No. 5[NSBS Tab 271 para. 361.
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acts of King's College or any other private entity or person".98 NSBS's regulation does not
discriminate against LGBTQ,either directly or in adverse effect.99 It does not withhold from
them benefits available to others.

90.

As no discrimination occurs in Nova Scotia,10° the s. 15 rights ofthe LGBTQ community

are not engaged. Without a finding of discrimination, the analysis in Vriend does not apply.

C.

91.

No LGBTQ equality right is engaged

NSBS is not the LGBTQ community. Although the resolution and regulation were

passed to express support for the LGBTQ community, passing the resolution and regulation is
not an exercise of equality rights by the LGBTQ community.1°1 NSBS as one of its statutory
objects wishes to advance LGBTQ equality rights; that object is balanced against the rights of
TWU and its graduates.

92.

Members ofthe LGBTQ community in Nova Scotia enjoy an equality right in their

dealings with government(including NSBS),not to be discriminated against on the basis oftheir
sexual orientation. For the reasons already reviewed, neither TWU graduates nor TWU itself is
subject to the Charter, and no such right is enjoyed in relation to TWU. The LGBTQ community
does not have a Charter right to religious recognition of a civil marriage nor to receive religious
approval of sexual intimacy apart from a sacramental marriage. The relevant equality right is in
dealings with government,including NSBS.

93.

Justice Campbell found that no LGBTQ equality right was engaged in passing the

98Vriend,[NSBS Tab 48] para. 66.
effect discrimination is a duty to accommodate; it does not invalidate the regulation: Ont
v. Simpsons Sears[Tab 19]
100 NSBS admits Nova Scotia is proper location to consider whether discrimination occurs A.B. p. 2271, line 19-20
1°1A.B. Tab 3,Reasons, para. 239

99 The remedy for adverse
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resolution or regulation. That finding follows from his conclusion that the pre-amendment
regulation was not discriminatory, and excluding TWU graduates would not reduce harms in
Nova Scotia. The challenge to that finding proceeds on a logical error, that evidence of historical
disadvantage is equivalent to showing there are harms from admitting a qualified TWU graduate.

94.

There is no breach ofthe rights ofthe LGBTQ community in Nova Scotia. If this Court

accepts that argument,that ends the analysis. The appeal must be dismissed.

D.

95.

Rights can be delineated without Conflict

Ifthe Court disagrees and finds an LGBTQ equality right is engaged,then the Court

determines ifthere is a conflict between the rights of TWU graduates and the LGBTQ
community in Nova Scotia and if it is possible to delineate the rights so as to avoid a conflict.
There is no hierarchy of rights. When rights conflict, the right of evangelical Christians to
associate on a religious basis and to express their beliefs while at university (here, that sexual
intimacy should be reserved for an opposite sex marriage) does not trump the right to be free
from discrimination because of sexual orientation. As BC Teachers,[NSBS Tab 46], para 29,
32 and Reference re Same Sex Marriage [2004] S.C.J. No. 75(Same Sex Marriage Reference)
[NSBS Tab 37] para 52 explain,the Court's role is to delineate the rights, and to allow both
rights to be enjoyed, if possible.1°2

96.

In principle, there is no conflict between the rights ofthe two groups: one right does not

require what the other prohibits. Individuals have a Charter right to same sex marriage, but only
government is required by the Charter to recognize and facilitate it. Individuals are permitted to
102

NSBS in its factum argues that there is a hierarchy ofrights and that equality rights must trump religious rights.
(para 96). That submission is contrary to both BC Teachers[NSBS Tab 46] and the Same Sex Marriage Reference
[NSBS Tab 37] and Charter jurisprudence generally.
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exercise their evangelical faith, but only government(including NSBS)is required by the Charter
to recognize and facilitate it. The rights are not in conflict because the freedom ofreligion
afforded to evangelical Christians does not require the government to refuse to recognize and
facilitate same sex marriage and vice versa. The government can recognize and facilitate both
rights simultaneously. The Charter mandates recognition of same sex marriage only by
government. Allowing evangelical Christians to celebrate a beliefthat only opposite sex
marriage is sacramental takes nothing away from those who reject evangelical Christian
teachings on marriage and sexuality,just as allowing gay couples to marry takes nothing away
from Christians who do not recognize the sacramental character of same sex marriage.

97.

Here,the rights arise at different times and places. The TWU student signs the Covenant

at law school, enjoying the freedoms of religion, expression and association while a law student
in Langley BC. She applies to NSBS after receiving a law degree.1°3 At that point, the
Covenant is spent; she is no longer a student at TWU. When she commences her articles in
Nova Scotia, she takes an oath promising to uphold the ethical standards(which prohibit
discrimination)1°4 and she becomes subject to the Nova Scotia HRA. The rights can be
delineated so they are enjoyed at different places and times without conflict. Accordingly, even if
the Court finds that there is a breach ofthe rights ofthe LGBTQ community, it is possible to
delineate the rights of both groups in such a way as to permit both to be enjoyed. For that
reason,the appeal must be dismissed. Even on a reasonableness review ofNSBS's decision,
there is no path of analysis for finding the rights cannot be delineated without conflict.

1°3NSBS Regulation, 3.3.1 (d).
1°4A.B. p. 1281
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VI. IN NOT DEFERRING TO NSBS's BALANCING OF FREEDOM OF RELIGION AND EQUALITY

98.

NSBS does not argue Justice Campbell was incorrect in balancing the respondents'

different rights and the statutory objects in issue; it argues that he was obliged to defer to NSBS.
In Bonitto,[NSBS Tab 5] this Court said:
66 The court "balances the Charter values with the statutory objectives", then asks "how
the Charter value at issue will best be protected in view ofthe statutory objectives". The court "must accord
some leeway to the legislate'. This means the "proportionality test will be satisfied if the measure 'falls
within a range ofreasonable alternatives' "or, in other words, if"the decision reflects a proportionate
balancing ofthe Charter protections at play'.(Dore, paras. 55-57). A "proportionate balancing is one that
gives effect, as fully as possible to the Charter protections at stake given the particular statutory mandate",
and "[s]uch a balancing will be found to be reasonable on judicial review".(Loyola, para. 39).

99.

To be entitled to deference, NSBS must give reasons which demonstrate it recognizes the

importance ofthe rights in issue, to explain why NSBS has arrived at the balance it has1°5 to
enable the Court to determine if a proportionate balancing was undertaken. The balancing here
was not proportionate because it does not give effect as fully as possible to the Charter
protections at stake.1°6 In the absence of harm to the statutory objects of NSBS in Nova Scotia,
the respondents' Charter protections should be given full effect. Even ifthere were a negative
impact on the statutory objects in Nova Scotia, the rights can still be delineated to avoid conflict.

100.

There was no evidence before NSBS of a rational connection between rejecting TWU

graduates and achieving a legitimate statutory objective; neither was there evidence refusing all
TWU graduates was a minimal impairment of TWU students' rights. NSBS argues for example
that TWU may be the only option for a married LGBTQ person to attend law schoo1.107 If so,
rejecting all TWU graduates does not facilitate that person becoming a lawyer. The resolution
and regulation reduce or eliminate that person's opportunity to article in Nova Scotia. That is
105

para 51, above
106 Indeed,the Advocates' Society argues that "It is not the religious freedom of evangelical Christians...[at]issue
here." para 35 That error precludes a proper balancing ofrights.
107.pp
A
ellant's factum, para 81. The Advocates' Society makes a similar argument.
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not a proportional impairment; it shows the justification offered by NSBS is not rational.

101.

The respondents argue that correctness is the standard and the Court should perform that

balancing, or that the Court is obliged to do so in light ofNSBS's unreasonable decision.
Accordingly,I set out the respondents' Charter rights as a step to the balancing analysis.

102.

The respondents deny that a freedom from discrimination because of sexual orientation is

engaged in this case. The balancing is properly between the graduate's and TWU's Charter
rights and NSBS's statutory object(of advancing LGBTQ equality). For the reasons just argued,
there is no conflict between the rights ofthe LGBTQ community not to be discriminated against
in Nova Scotia and Brayden's right to attend a law school which has a Covenant. Students from
TWU—who sign the oath not to discriminate, and are subject to supervision—can be admitted to
articles without conflict with NSBS's statutory object of advancing equality. However,if the
Court comes to a different conclusion, it must go on to consider both rights.108

A. General review of Respondents' Charter rights

103.

TWU students sign a Covenant, based on evangelical Christian teachings. That engages

freedom of expression and freedom of religion. Students associate in furtherance ofthat
expression, choosing to attend TWU chiefly on the basis of shared religious beliefs. Those
actions engage three section 2 rights (religion and conscience, association and expression)in
addition to a s. 15 right not to be discriminated against because of religion.

104.

TWU asks the Court to find TWU and its students have an affirmative right to its

108BC Teachers,[NSBS Tab 46] para 29, 32;Same Sex Marriage Reference,[NSBS Tab 37] para 52. The
appellants argue that in the event ofa conflict, the Court should prefer the rights respecting sexual orientation
(footnote 112 ofthe Appellant's factum). BC Teachers and Reference re Same Sex Marriage do not permit that
preference.
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Covenant. The analysis is broadly the same whether the Court finds s. 2(a), 2(b), 2(d), or s. 15
rights engaged. On either basis, the respondents have rights which need to be balanced. As an
"arm ofthe Church," TWU and its students enjoy freedom of religion and expression. Its
students enjoy freedom of association. Together,these three rights entitle students to choose to
attend a university with those who share their religious beliefs, or agree to respect their values.
Freedom of association, religion and expression entitle TWU to require its students affirm its
Covenant as a condition of attending TWU.

105.

In regulating admission to the practice of law, NSBS is subject to the Charter. NSBS

acknowledges articling students are entitled to hold the religious beliefthat sexual intimacy
should be reserved for an opposite sex marriage, to express that view and to choose to associate
with others on the basis ofthat beliefl°9 NSBS objects, however,that TWU admits only those
who are willing to respect the Covenant while students. The respondents say that NSBS only
regulates the graduate; NSBS has no say over TWU. The three freedoms entitle the student to
that belief, its expression and the association with others while at the school. Whether the
Covenant is discriminatory is irrelevant.

106.

NSBS misunderstands or ignores the difference between legal and sacramental marriage.

The legal validity of a marriage is decided by the state; the sacramental character of a marriage is
decided by the church(and different churches may reach different conclusions). TWU has
decided a religious matter (whether sexual intimacy apart from sacramental marriage is a sin,
whether same sex marriages are sacramental). NSBS is required to be neutral on that issue. Its
resolution is not neutral.

1°9A.B. 1297 Tab 47, para 24 and A.B. 1380, Tab 47, para 24 and 322 ofNSBS's trial brief
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107.

TWU and its students enjoy Charter rights to expression: Irwin Tay v. Quebec, [1989]

S.C.J. No 36 at para 39[Tab 14], RJR MacDonald v. Canada,[1995] S.C.J. No 68 at para 124,
182[NSBS Tab 38]. It is not settled whether TWU (in addition to its students) enjoys freedom
of religion and conscience: Loyola High School v. Quebec,2015 SCC 12, para 33 and 88
(Loyola)[NSBS Tab 21]. "The associational rights protected by s. 2(d) are not merely a bundle
ofindividual rights, but collective rights that inhere in associations": Mounted Police v. Canada,
[2015] S.C.J. 1 at para 62(Mounted Police)[Tab 17]. TWU is entitled on behalf ofthose
students in association to raise that collective right.11°

B.
108.

Freedom ofreligion and conscience

Freedom of religion and conscience was described by Justice Dickson in R v. Big M Drug

Mart, [1985] S.C.J. No. 17[NSBS Tab 28](my emphasis):
Freedom ofReligion
94 ...The essence ofthe concept offreedom ofreligion is the right to entertain such religious beliefs as a
person chooses, the right to declare religious beliefs openly and without fear of hindrance or reprisal, and
the right to manifest religious beliefby worship and practice or by teaching and dissemination. But the
concept means more than that....
96 What may appear good and true to a majoritarian religious group, or to the state acting at their behest,
may not, for religious reasons, be imposed upon citizens who take a contrary view. The Charter safeguards
religious minorities from the threat of"the tyranny ofthe majority"...
123 ...For the present case it is sufficient in my opinion to say that whatever else freedom of conscience
and religion may mean,it must at the very least mean this: government may not coerce individuals to
affirm a specific religious belief or to manifest a specific religious practice for a sectarian purpose.

109.

Religions offer services to the faithful they do not offer to others (for example,the

sacraments of baptism, confirmation, eucharist, marriage and ordination). Religions are not
required to offer those services to all, or to be neutral on issues of sexual morality. Religions are

11°It may not matter in this case whether TWU corporately enjoys freedom ofreligion (because it is the graduate
who is appearing before NSBS seeking permission to article). Churches teach religious values in community and in
schools, and at the least, it is a communal right which the evangelical Christian community enjoys. See also Loyola,
para 60-61.
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entitled to make those distinctions in part because they are private and in part because of the
guarantee offreedom of religion and conscience. The right to determine which marriages are
sacramental is a religious belief protected by the Charter.111 The teachings of a religious
organization are not law to which the Charter applies. The freedom from discrimination in s. 15
does not protect individuals from the teachings of a religion. The ability of a religion to offer
services only to the faithful and to express positions on sexual morality is not limited by the
Charter, even if those beliefs give offence. No one is compelled to become a member of a
particular religion and anyone is free to leave. The role of the Court is to ensure state neutrality
and protect the freedom to join or leave a religion. The role is not to measure the teachings ofa
religion against the Charter.

110.

A church is entitled to believe that sexual intimacy outside of marriage is a sin, and to

recognize and perform only opposite sex marriages. Quebec does not recognize the legal validity
of marriages performed in church; some religions do not recognize marriages performed by the
state as sacramental. Legal and sacramental validity are separate concepts. TWU does not

111Same Sex Marriage Reference,[NSBS Tab 37] para 55-60. Some ofthe submissions made to NSBS question
whether Christian teaching necessarily condemns sexual intimacy outside of marriage. NSBS is allowed to ask is
whether a person who signs the Covenant has a sincere beliefin its contents; NSBS is not allowed to judge what
that person's religion requires:
43 The emphasis then is on personal choice ofreligious beliefs. In my opinion,these decisions and
commentary should not be construed to imply that freedom ofreligion protects only those aspects of
religious belief or conduct that are objectively recognized by religious experts as being obligatory tenets or
precepts of a particular religion. Consequently, claimants seeking to invoke freedom ofreligion should not
need to prove the objective validity oftheir beliefs in that their beliefs are objectively recognized as valid
by other members ofthe same religion, nor is such an inquiry appropriate for courts to make.... In fact, this
Court has indicated on several occasions that, if anything, a person must show "[s]incerity of belief"
(Edwards Books, supra, at p. 735)and not that a particular beliefis "valid".
50
... the State is in no position to be, nor should it become,the arbiter ofreligious dogma.
Accordingly, courts should avoid judicially interpreting and thus determining, either explicitly or
implicitly, the content of a subjective understanding ofreligious requirement, "obligation", precept,
"commandment", custom or ritual:
Amselem,[NSBS Tab 44] para 43, 50. In the appellant's factum at para 99,the appellant questions whether the
"proscription ofsame sex conduct is either a pre-requisite to the survival ofthe religious faith ofits adherents or is
needed for passing the faith on to the next generation." Those questions are not proper questions for the Court.
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recognize all civil marriage as sacramental. A gay couple who have gone through a civil
marriage are treated by TWU as unmarried. (Similarly, the Roman Catholic church does not
recognize civil marriages, even between opposite sex couples.)112 Churches are entitled to view
persons who have no sacramental marriage as unmarried. For TWU and evangelical
Christians,113 it is a sin to engage in sexual intimacy outside of a sacramental marriage—
regardless of whether it is same sex intimacy or opposite sex intimacy.114

111.

Writing in 2004, Chief Justice McLachlin commented on the fact that both law and

religion make comprehensive claims: "The role ofthe courts is to reconcile competing cultural
values to "carve our a space within the rule oflaw within which those religious claims to
authority can operate, "manifest and flourish.""115 Justice Campbell quoted the Chief Justice and
continued at para 212:
... religious claims are seen as legitimate expressions. That dialectic does not suggest that those who hold
religious views should be educated by the state in more appropriate secular values to create a moral melting
pot.

112.

As Justice Dickson made clear, religious communities are also entitled to teach and

disseminate their beliefs. The coercive power ofthe state cannot be used to change the teachings
or beliefs ofthe religion. That is exactly what NSBS was trying to do here.116 The right of
evangelical Christians to associate with others who share their beliefs and to teach those beliefs
is protected under s. 2 ofthe Charter. Greenman's and Taylor's affidavits(A.B. Tab 36 and 37)
establish that the Covenant is congruent with the religious views of evangelical Christians. The

112Caldwell v. St Thomas Aquinas,[1984] S.C.J. no. 62[Tab 10]
113Greenman's and Taylor's affidavits(A.B. Tab 36 and 37)establish that the Covenant is congruent with the
religious views of evangelical Christians
1140f course, evangelical Christians also believe same sex intercourse is contrary to biblical teaching: A.B. Tab 3,
Reasons, para 37.
115McLachlin, Rt Hon Beverley, in Recognizing Religion in a Secular Society: Essays in Pluralism, Religion and
Public Policy(Quebec City: McGill-Queen's University Press, 2004), at p. 29[Tab 33]
116
A
h6 p. 2440 line 13, A.B. p. 2493,line 6
A.B.
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Court is not entitled to judge those religious beliefs; it is only called upon to determine if they are
sincerely held: Syndicat Northcrest v. Amselem,[2004] S.C.J. No. 46[NSBS Tab 44], para 46,
53. The religious beliefs here are sincerely held: the point is conceded by NSBS117 and it was
the finding ofthe court below.118

113.

The protection to hold and teach evangelical Christian beliefs does not end because the

Evangelical Free Church of Canada chooses to establish a private religious institution which is
protected by the BC Human Rights Code and to which the Charter does not apply. Some ofthe
submissions to NSBS attempt to separate religious belieffrom religious teaching, essentially
"Christians are free to believe what they want, so long as they don't teach it." An inextricable
part ofthe freedom of religion is the right to teach. While some ofthat teaching goes on in the
classroom, evangelical Christians are entitled to practice what they preach and require students to
model the teaching while they are students. Justice Campbell found that this was a part of
evangelical Christian faith.119 That finding is unappealed. The appellant argues that TWU's
fifty-year practice of having a Covenant for its students which is congruent with evangelical
Christian beliefs "is not itself a religious belief." Amselem is authority for finding a practice in
exercise of one's sincerely held religious beliefis sufficient.12° The burden suggested by the
appellant—that TWU must demonstrate that a Covenant is "a pre-requisite to the survival ofthe
religious faith,,121—is wrong: Bonitto,[NSBS Tab 5] para 64.122

117NSBS brief in the court below, A.B. p. 1297, Tab 47 para 24; A.B. p. 2250, line 4-5
118A.B. Tab 3, Reasons, para. 230
119A.B. Tab 3, Reasons, para 230. Despite the concession in the court below, and the finding offact by the trial
judge,the appellant now challenges whether this is indeed a sincerely held religious belief, at para 98-99 ofits
factum. In the absence of error, NSBS should not be permitted to resile from its admission, and ofcourse NSBS is
bound by findings offact which were not the result of palpable and overriding error.
no,oy
L ola[NSBS Tab 21], para 60 also talks about the deep linkages between religious belief and communal
institutions and traditions.
121.pp
A
ellant's factum, para. 99. That standard cannot be reconciled with cases such as Alberta v. Hutterian
Brethren [NSBS Tab 2] which find that the taking ofa photograph was an infringement of s. 2(a).
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114.

Everyone who signs the Covenant agrees to "practice Christian virtues" and abstain from

sin while a student. Everyone fails. The evidence is clear that evangelical Christians believe that
without exception every person sins. Those who engage in sexual intimacy outside of marriage,
sin; so do those who do not engage in sexual intimacy outside of marriage. Sexual sins are no
worse than other types of sin.123

115.

Those who identify as gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgendered are loved by God.

Evangelical Christianity and the Covenant require students to treat everyone with dignity and
respect. There is no biblical rationale that would justify Christians engaging in any kind of
mistreatment of LGBTQ persons.124 A student who does not treat others with dignity and respect
on the basis of sexual orientation is in breach ofthe Covenant.125

116.

Saguenay[NSBS Tab 23] para 74 expressly authorizes individuals to hold religious

views and express them in the public space, but limits the right ofthe state to do so. TWU is not
even claiming that right: the holding and expression of views here happens in a private space.
Students are entitled to express those views in the public space; afortiori at TWU. Evangelical
Christians are entitled to a private space where they can share their views with likeminded,
where they do not recognize civil marriage as sacramental and they prohibit sexual intimacy
outside marriage. The LGBTQ community is entitled to a private space where they can embrace
same sex marriage and sexual intimacy apart from marriage. In public spaces, where same sex
marriage and intimacy outside of marriage are lawful,the issue is not sameness or agreement but

122When a law neutral on its face has an adverse impact on religion, it is assessed under the Alberta v. Huterrian
Brethren test. The resolution as amended is not neutral. It is directed at TWU and breaches the enumerated rights
because it does not impair those rights as little as possible. The Court still goes on(ifthere are competing rights)to
attempt to delineate and if necessary proportionately balance the limits on rights.
123Greenman Affidavit, A.B. p. 716, Tab 36 para 174-177
124Greenman Affidavit, A.B. p. 718-719, Tab 36, para 187-197
125A.B. Tab 3, Reasons, para. 35; Wood Affidavit, A.B. Tab 38, p. 802, para. 118.
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state neutrality and a freedom from discrimination (against evangelical Christians or gays).
NSBS properly insists that articling students (regardless of alma mater) practice without
discrimination; NSBS has no right to discriminate against graduates who attend university with
those who share their religious beliefs.

117.

Students attending TWU have a Charter right to freedom of conscience and religion,

entitling them to believe and affirm the matters set out in the Covenant.

118.

At para 74 of its factum,the appellant argues Justice Campbell was obliged to consider

Bob Jones University v. United States,[NSBS Tab 4] and raises what NSBS's response should
be to a single sex school, and rejects a "separate but equal" approach to education. In the first
place, Justice Campbell discussed the Bob Jones case with counse1.126 Quite apart from the fact
that case is American and under a completely different statutory regime, dealing with different
issues, the case actually supports the respondents' position.

119.

Bob Jones University prohibited inter-racial dating. For that reason, it lost its charitable

status for income tax purposes. A penalty was imposed on the university for conduct ofthe
university. No one refused to recognize a graduate's qualifications because ofthe actions of his
school. Applying that reasoning here would accredit TWU graduates. If a graduate ofBob
Jones who believes in racial purity is entitled to have her degree accredited, why not a graduate
of TWU who may disagree with the policy ofthe university?

120.

Second,the religious beliefthat only opposite sex marriage is sacramental is protected by

the Civil Marriage Act127 [Tab 31] and the Charter: Same Sex Marriage Reference [NSBS Tab

126A.B. Tab 60, p. 2069,2313-2314
127S.C. 2005, c. 33 [Tab 31] s. 3.1
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37] para 55-60. Statutorily, it is not against the public interest to hold and publicly express that
view.128 There is no similar protection for the expression of a belief in racial purity. NSBS
offers no analysis why the court should treat a constitutionally protected belief which is not
against the public interest in the same way it would treat a belief in racial purity.

121.

NSBS also asks about a school, like Sacred Heart School of Halifax, that educates only

women,and asks whether NSBS (and presumably universities) should refuse to recognize single
sex schools.(Same sex intimacy is okay but same sex education is not.)

122.

The issue for the university(and NSBS)is whether the graduate is qualified. If the

graduate is qualified, the fact that she obtained her qualifications in a single sex school is
irrelevant. Universities do not discriminate on the basis of sex by accepting graduates from
single sex schools. There may be reason to ask whether the school itself is compliant with
human rights legislation, but the university accepting the graduate (like the NSBS here) is
faultless in doing so. (Sacred Heart is protected by HRA and has permission to offer single sex
education; TWU is protected by the BC Human Rights Code). That is all anyone is entitled to
ask. NSBS is not entitled to punish TWU which complies with and is protected by BC Human
Rights legislation because Nova Scotia has a lower standard of protection for religious minorities
in its HRA.

123.

The Universite de Moncton offers common law education only in French; students who

cannot speak French are unable to attend. That is not unlawful discrimination—even though(by
the logic of NSBS)it offers a "separate but equal education" and "reduces" the number of spaces
for those who do not speak French. In furtherance of a constitutionally protected value, a
InPreamble, Civil Marriage Act, S.C. 2005, c. 33[Tab 31]. The Advocates Society is simply wrong to label this
religious freedom "condoning a form of discrimination" para 35.
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university can organize and serve a particular community: whether francophone, evangelical
Christian or members of a particular sex. University de Moncton has no obligation to create law
school seats in a manner that benefits everyone equally.

124.

The appellant objects to the "separate but equal" reasoning which it says underlies the

respondents' argument. It argues from Saskatchewan Marriage Commissioners 2011 SKCA 3
[NSBS Tab 42] that a belief in opposite sex marriage is not privileged. The appellant is
conveniently looking at only half ofthe case law. Same Sex Marriage Reference[NSBS Tab 37]
establishes religions are free not to recognize or perform same sex marriages; Saskatchewan
Marriage Commissioners establishes government institutions are required to recognize and
perform same sex marriages. Canadian law explicitly recognizes a separate but equal approach:
one rule for private and religious organizations and individuals, a different rule for government
institutions.129 Allowing TWU (private) to take one path and marriage commissioners
(government)to take a different path is a distinction protected in Canada.

C. Expression

125.

TWU requires students to sign a Covenant but it does not require students to share its

religious beliefs. (A student who is already married to a person of a different sex can agree to
abstain from sexual intimacy outside of marriage as a reflection of her own sexual identity
without any religious component to the agreement.) Some students sign the Covenant without
sharing the religious values which underlie it. Signing the Covenant is a matter ofindividual
freedom of expression in addition to freedom ofreligion. Maintaining the Covenant is also a
matter of TWU's freedom of expression, in addition to freedom of religion.

129So does US law: Brown v. Board ofEducation applies to public schools notprivate schools. TWU is private.
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Signing the Covenant is private expression, among TWU and members of a student body

who by definition share the views expressed in the Covenant. It is private expression in the same
way reciting doctrine at a religious service is private expression. The expression in promulgating
and signing the Covenant is to TWU (and implicitly to fellow students); passersby on the streets
of Langley are not confronted with the Covenant—the only people who see the signed document
are members ofthe university administration(who embrace the beliefs in the Covenant). No one
who does not share the views and beliefs of TWU has to confront the expression.

127.

Language which might be objectionable in other contexts may be proper when it is

privately expressed. The context of the expression here is respectful. The document prohibits
prejudice, and the Covenant as a whole directs members ofthe community to love one another.
In that context, the private expression embodied in the Covenant, between people who share that
belief, is protected expression (just as the recitation ofthe Creed at mass is protected expression).

128.

NSBS argues that(in cases governed by the Charter)the decision in Saskatchewan v.

Whatcott, [2013] S.C.J. No. 11 (Whatcott)[NSBS Tab 41]"makes it clear that prohibiting samesex sexual conduct is the same as discrimination against an individual on the basis ofsexual
orientation"130 and argues therefore that the Covenant(which regulates conduct but not identity)
is unlawful discrimination under the Charter. TWU is not subject to the Charter. Second,
Whatcott is about hate speech. No one argues that TWU has engaged in hate speech.131
Whatcott places only very narrow constraints on s. 2 expression(emphasis added):
97 ...Freedom ofreligious speech and the freedom to teach or share religious beliefs are unlimited, except
by the discrete and narrow requirement that this not be conveyed through hate speech.

129.

The private expression of religious beliefs and religious teaching is not hate speech. The

13°Para 61,288
131Neither the appellant nor any ofthe interveners argues the Covenant is hate speech
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freedom to teach that sexual intimacy should be reserved for marriage between a man and a
woman is "unlimited". The teaching here is done within a religious community, all of whom
have joined on the condition that they sign the Covenant which requires respect for those who
disagree with them.132 The Covenant here is not directed selectively at particular individuals in
the belief they engage in sexual intimacy outside of an opposite sex marriage: the Covenant is
addressed to everyone at TWU and is intended to recognize the shared basis on which they agree
to form a university community. It is much more than just a code of sexual behaviour. As part
of a university community which people choose to join, the identification of their shared values
is not unlawful discrimination under Whatcott or otherwise.

130.

As anticipated by Justice Rothstein, this is one ofthe purposes for which sexual

orientation and sexual behaviour can be differentiated.133 TWU asks everyone to forego sexual
intimacy,regardless of sexual orientation, until sacramentally married. It is possible after
Whatcott to criticise sexual conduct on religious grounds without engaging in discrimination on
the basis of sexual identity.134 In any event, the Covenant is not a criticism of sexual conduct; it
is a shared agreement of religious (and related sexual) values. In furtherance ofthat shared
agreement, students agree to a code of conduct while they remain members ofthe community.'
The facts in Whatcott do not overrule the legal determination in Same Sex Marriage Reference
[NSBS Tab 37] that it is lawful(and not unlawful discrimination)to believe and teach that
sexual intimacy should be reserved for a marriage between a man and a woman. A community
which agrees to abide by that religious value while they remain members ofthe community is
not engaging in unlawful discrimination.

132Indeed, allowing those who do not agree with the sentiments expressed in the Covenant to attend TWU means
they would be exposed to expression they find offensive.
133 Whatcott,[NSBS Tab 41] para 122
134Whatcott,[NSBS Tab 41] para 177
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131.

Freedom of expression supports freedom ofreligion. Those who hold minority religious

beliefs(which certainly includes those attending TWU)135 find comfort in being with others who
share their beliefs—who affirm by their signing ofthe Covenant that although adherents may be
in the minority, they are not alone. The Longjohn136 and Remier137 affidavits point out the
benefit to the community identity ofthe code of conduct. TWU and its students enjoy s. 2(b)
protection in promulgating and signing the Covenant.

D. Association

132.

NSBS acknowledges that individual students attending TWU are entitled to hold the

beliefs represented in the Covenant,to express those beliefs and to associate on the basis ofthe
beliefs.138 NSBS objects to the communal aspect ofthe Covenant—that as a price ofjoining the
community, everyone is obliged to respect the terms contained in the Covenant so long as they
remain members ofthe community. NSBS objects in other words to the exclusion from
association ofthose who are not willing to respect the terms contained in the Covenant while
they are students. That analysis suggests that the content offreedom of association (in
furtherance of a religious purpose)is a key Charter right at issue in this appeal.

133.

The value offreedom of association was described by Chief Justice Dickson in a

dissenting judgment139 which has since been adopted by the majority ofthe Court:14°

22

Freedom of association... is one ofthe fundamental freedoms guaranteed by the Charter, a sine qua

135The evidence before Justice Campbell placed it at 11- 12% ofthe Canadian population. Greenman Affidavit,
A.B. p. 711, Tab 36, para 135; Chenier Affidavit A.B. p. 1072 Tab 44, para 93 confirms that the evangelical
Christian view that sexual intimacy should be reserved for an opposite sex marriage is a minority belief.
136A.B. Tab 39 especially, pp. 932-940
137A.B. pp. 959-964, Tab 41
138A.B. 1297 Tab 47, para 24 and A.B. 1380, Tab 47, para 24 and 322 ofNSBS's trial brief
139Reference Re Public Service Employee Relations Act,[1987] S.C.J. No. 10[Tab 21]
140Mounted Police at para 35 [Tab 17]
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non of any free and democratic society, protecting individuals from the vulnerability ofisolation and
ensuring the potential of effective participation in society....
87 Freedom of association is most essential in those circumstances where the individual is liable to be
prejudiced by the actions ofsome larger and more powerful entity, like the government or an employer.
Association has always been the means through which political, cultural and racial minorities, religious
groups and workers have sought to attain their purposes and fulfil their aspirations; it has enabled those
who would otherwise be vulnerable and ineffective to meet on more equal terms the power and strength of
those with whom their interests interact and, perhaps, conflict. T.I. Emerson,"Freedom of Association and
Freedom of Expression"(1964), 74 Yale L.J. 1 at p. 1, states that:
More and more the individual, in order to realize his own capacities or to stand up to the
institutionalized forces that surround him, has found it imperative to join with others oflike mind
in pursuit of common objectives.

134.

Freedom of association entitles evangelical Christians to form a community based on the

Covenant and to require students at TWU to respect the values in the Covenant while students.

135.

Few Canadian cases directly address freedom of association outside a labour relations

context. The respondents say allowing TWU a Covenant as a basis for their association is an
aspect offreedom of association because it furthers the purpose offreedom of association and
removing that right would not foster tolerance: freedom of association includes freedomfrom
association.

136.

Freedom of association is at root a consensual and contractual right: people agree on the

terms on which they come together. Those who do not agree may be excluded. Effective
organization requires agreement on purpose. An association or society is therefore entitled to
define the basis on which its members gather. The Liberal Party needs to exclude Conservative
Party members. An aspect offreedom of association is the right to exclude those who disagree
with the aims ofthe association. The evangelical Christian community can require those who are
students at TWU to respect the Covenant while they are students. The 4,000 students can require
anyone who wishes to join them to associate on the terms they have. None of them should be
penalized because oftheir association or the shared values on which that association is based.
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Every private organization defines the values that it expects members to support and

those who do not support those values may be refused membership.14I Private organizations exist
because they can do things differently than a public organization. Dr Reimer's affidavit142 speaks
to the benefits a religious subculture obtains in having expectations for members.

138.

In Roberts v. Jaycees, 468 U.S. 609; 104 S. Ct. 3244(1984)[Tab 23] at p. 623(emphasis

added)the Court observed:
There can be no clearer example of an intrusion into the internal structure or affair of an association than a
regulation that forces the group to accept members it does not deire. Such a regulation may impair the
ability ofthe original members to express only those views that brought them together. Freedom of
association therefore plainly presupposes a freedom not to associate.

139.

A similar conclusion has been reached in Canada. As Justice Southin put it in Vancouver

Rape ReliefSociety v. Nixon,[2005] B.C.J. No. 2647(C.A.)[Tab 28](emphasis added):
83 To force people, especially those in an organization such as the respondent, which has its own radical
agenda, to associate with those who for some reason deeply offend their own avowed principles, can lead
not to acceptance or at least toleration, but, if not to hatred, at least to animosity.
84 Section 41 ofthe Human Rights Code is intended, in my opinion, to give, in cases within it, the right
not to associate. Implicit, in my opinion, is that freedom of association includes freedom from association.

140.

In the same way,the Supreme Court of Canada in Caldwell v. St Thomas Aquinas,[1984]

S.C.J. No.62[Tab 9] upheld the right of a Catholic school in BC to insist that its teachers (even
its math teachers) live according to the requirements ofthe Catholic church.

141.

The evangelical Christian minority143 who believe that only opposite sex marriage is

sacramental find affirmation in being with likeminded—that benefit is not available if the
campus is simply a mirror ofthe broader society. A purpose of TWU is to offer a different

141Gould v. Yukon Order ofPioneers,[1996] S.C.J. No.29[Tab 12]
A bi p. 950, Tab 41
143 The evidence before Justice Campbell placed it at 11- 12% ofthe Canadian population. Greenman Affidavit,
A.B. p. 711, Tab 36, para 135; Chenier Affidavit A.B. p. 1072, Tab 44, para 93 confirms that the evangelical
Christian view that sexual intimacy should be reserved for an opposite sex marriage is a minority belief.
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campus than every other, not to duplicate what is available elsewhere. Those who give up sexual
intimacy outside of marriage are supported when those around them also do so. Those who have
given up alcohol and tobacco find it easier to do so when those around them are not drinking or
smoking. Freedom of association entitles TWU to require students attending the school to agree
to respect the Covenant while they remain students. They have a s. 2(d)right to do so without
penalty, and to exclude others who refuse to respect the Covenant while they are students.

E. Equality
142.

Brayden is denied access to articles on the same terms as other qualified graduates. This

reinforces the stereotype that evangelical Christians who attend TWU are unworthy of becoming
lawyers. A number of people who made submissions to NSBS stereotyped TWU graduates as
homophobic because they do not recognize same sex marriage for religious purposes.144 While
the regulation affects others, not only evangelical Christians, it has a disproportionate impact on
them because they are the most likely to attend TWU. It disadvantages them,not based on an
actual characteristic oftheirs but because ofthe university they attend. The respondents say that
TWU graduates are denied substantive equality because oftheir religion.145

143.

The facts found by Justice Campbell establish breaches of s. 2(a),2(b), 2(d) and s. 15 of

the Charter by NSBS. Indeed, the three courts to consider the issue have been unanimous in
finding a breach ofthe Charter rights ofTWU and its students.146

144For example, A.B. Tab 59, NSBS 0249/13,0249/24,0145/2,0699/100,0699/104, 0699/206,0699/207,0699/209
145In Ont Human Rights v. Simpson Sears, [1985] SCJ No 74[Tab 19], the Supreme Court of Canada adopted the
American rule that provisions which appear neutral on their face (in that case requiring employees to work Saturday)
may be discriminatory on the basis ofreligion ifthey have an adverse effect on employees who have a Saturday
Sabbath. Refusing to approve TWU is a distinction which primarily affects those who hold evangelical Christian
beliefs. The Supreme Court of Canada accepted that the decision by the BC College of Teachers discriminated on
the basis ofreligion.
146TWU v. LSBC,[Tab 27] at para 138; TWU Ont,[NSBS Tab 47] at para. 91
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144.

If the Court determines that the resolution or regulation breach TWU or Brayden's

Charter rights, it can go on to consider whether the resolution or regulation meet the
proportionality test set out in Bonitto, para 66[NSBS Tab 5]. (See the argument at footnote 45
that the regulation cannot satisfy that test because of vagueness.) If the regulation is not
impermissibly vague,the Court must determine rational connection and proportionality. NSBS
proposes ending TWU's ability to have everyone sign a Covenant(arguing there would only be a
little bacon in the soup) as the price ofrecognizing its graduates. Everyone at TWU—even those
who are not in law school or do not article in Nova Scotia—would lose the opportunity to a
Covenanted community. Given the other mechanisms(oath when the graduate applies to article,
supervision by a principal, mandatory bar admission education and examination, a further oath at
the time of admission, and disciplinary authority both as a student and thereafter, all under the
Nova Scotia HRA),a mandatory change to the Covenant or the absolute prohibition of TWU
graduates is disproportionate.147

F. NSBS duty of neutrality

145.

NSBS must be neutral. It cannot discriminate between applicants for admission based on

sexual orientation or religion. It must respect s. 2 and s. 15 ofthe Charter. NSBS is entitled to
ask secular questions about a graduate's qualifications. It is not entitled to ask about her
religious beliefs or the religious beliefs at her law school. It cannot impose barriers to admission
as a means of getting her to give up her religious beliefs or her practice ofthose beliefs. It must
be neutral about those beliefs. Apart from all ofthe argumentation elsewhere in the brief, the
resolution is invalid because it castigates the religious belief and practices of TWU graduates as
147

OUTLaw Society argues correctly that we do not simply measure the number of people affected. Part ofthe
proportionality exercise can properly weigh the numbers affected and the significance ofthe affect. Many more
students would lose a Covenanted campus than married LGBTQ students who could attend.
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discriminatory. The state is not entitled to take a position on a religious belief.

146.

Government has a duty of neutrality; religions and private organizations do not. We

carve out space for religious distinctions and freedoms which government is not permitted to
make. Although non state actors (like the CBA)are entitled to disagree with the religious views
expressed by TWU,NSBS is required to be neutral. It may neither approve nor disapprove
TWU's religious views on marriage and sexuality. It may not use those views on marriage or
sexuality (either as expressed by the graduate or the graduate's university) as a basis for refusing
graduates admission to articles. NSBS may not refuse to enroll TWU graduates because NSBS
disapproves ofthe Covenant. It cannot castigate that view as discriminatory (as it has done here);
it cannot praise that view as appropriate. NSBS cannot advocate for or against the Conservative
Party of Canada or for or against a religious conception of marriage or sexuality. NSBS
breached the duty described in Saguenay,[NSBS Tab 23] and Si.,[NSBS Tab 40] at para 32.

VII. JUSTICE CAMPBELL DID NOT ERR IN HIS FINDINGS OF FACT

147.

The appellant broadly makes three arguments under this heading: Justice Campbell

should not have considered the Buckingham affidavit, he was in error to reference journal
articles or textbooks in his footnotes, and he failed to make findings of harm in Nova Scotia if
TWU graduates were allowed to article (already addressed at para 77-81 above).
A. Buckingham affidavit
148.

Justice Campbell comments on the codes of conduct of Brigham Young University,

Boston College and Pepperdine University in his decision,148 concluding:

44

While some very highly regarded educational institutions in the United States do have codes of

148At para. 41-44
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conduct that prohibit same-sex sexual intimacy, those codes in some instances are the subject of
considerable debate. The recognition ofLGBT equality rights in the American context is, however hardly
an aspirational standard.

149.

Justice Campbell refers to the codes of conduct as being exhibits to the affidavit of Janet

Epp Buckingham. That affidavit was not before him. Justice Campbell was wrong to make
reference to it. The appellant properly objects.149

150.

But the information necessary to conclude some "highly regarded educational institutions

in the United States have such codes of conduct" is clearly in the record, as is the fact that "has
generated considerable debate. The Special Advisory Committee Report made detailed
reference to the American Bar Association and the Association of American Law Schools'
debate, including reference to the relevant portions ofthe Brigham Young code of conduct.15°
The entire Brigham Young Code of Conduct appears in the record as a link.151 The respondents'
counsel handed up the three key pages from the record on this point,152 referencing the
discussion in the United States, and including the Brigham Young references.153 Justice
Campbell specifically asked NSBS counsel how he could square the policies of other American
law schools with NSBS's position on discrimination.154 Other persons making submissions to the
NSBS made reference to the practice at Brigham Young and at Pepperdine, and these
submissions were part ofthe record.155 Justice Campbell's conclusion is proper based on the
record, although the reference he made is wrong.

149Affidavit evidence is usually inadmissible on judicial review. TWU sought leave to file affidavit evidence, and
included a draft of affidavits for which leave was sought. Before that motion was argued,the proceedings were
converted into a judicial review and an application in Court, so leave was no longer necessary. With the agreement
ofcounsel, TWU then filed affidavits, but not the Epp Buckingham affidavit. That affidavit was in the court file
from the earlier motion, but not evidence on the judicial review application.
150A.B. Tab 59, NSBS 1341/16-1341/18.
151A.B. Tab 59, NSBS 1341/18,footnote 35
152A.B. Tab 59,NSBS 1341/16-1314/18, were page 3,4 and 5 of my hand up
153A.B. Tab 60, Transcript, p. 2473, line 15; p. 2508 line 6-15
154 A.B. p. 2319, line 11
155For example, A.B. Tab 59 NSBS 213/1, NSBS 215/2, NSBS 1082/8 1082/11.
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B. Journal references
151.

In the introduction to his reasons, Justice Campbell quotes Charles Taylor and others on

the meaning of"secular" and "tolerance to make the point the concepts are complicated. Later
in a footnote he addresses the subtraction narrative by which religion is replaced by humanism.
The appellant objects to Justice Campbell referring to journals and text books not referenced by
the parties.156

152.

Justice Campbell was provided with twenty-one journal articles or text book chapters by

counsel for the interveners to which no objection was taken by NSBS. Most discussed the works
of Charles Taylor and two157 discussed the Lori Beaman article Justice Campbell referred to. It
was not unfair for Justice Campbell to consider the sources he did. The journal articles he was
given broadly discussed the issues before the Court,including tolerance, secularism, and
pluralism. In addition, Justice Campbell specifically discussed Taylor's writing with counse1.158

153.

Judges may not consider facts outside the record, but there is no similar restriction on a

judge's ability to do legal research(and our Civil Procedure Rules equate journal articles with
legal research).159 The reason for a different standard is deference. The judge is owed no
deference on legal determinations; he is owed deference on matters offact. Here, Justice
Campbell is not owed any deference on the proper meaning of"tolerance "secular' or the
"subtraction narrative. IfNSBS wishes to argue that Justice Campbell got those concepts
wrong, this Court is entitled to reach a different conclusion. So it is proper for him to have
looked at the textbook and journal articles he did and proper for NSBS to challenge those

156Appellant's factum, footnote 145. NSBS also objects to the fact Justice Campbell attributes a quotation that
"morality binds us together but also blinds".
157Tab 10 ofthe CCCC authorities, Tab 21 of CCRL authorities
158A.B. p. 2109 line 4-14, A.B. p. 2113-2114, A.B. p. 2164
159Civi1 Procedure Rule 90.33
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concepts by referencing the 11 journals and textbooks they have in their factum.

154.

The use ofjournals to discuss the meaning of"secular" and "tolerance is closer to the

use ofjournals in the Heron Bay Investments Ltd. v. Canada,2010 FCA 203 [Tab 131:
[23] As to the judge's reliance on articles by learned authors, it seems to me that he has simply adopted
from those articles excerpts (including case references) stating principles that the authors have derived from
jurisprudence relevant to the issues raised in the appeal. In my view,the judge's reference to those articles
is not an error oflaw or a breach of procedural fairness....
[24] A breach of procedural fairness might have been demonstrated ifthe judge, by his reference to any of
the 16 authorities referred to above, had introduced a principle oflaw that was not raised by either party
expressly or by necessary implication, or had taken the case on a substantially new and different analytical
path. However, as I understand the judge's reasons, he did not use any ofthese authorities for that purpose.
I conclude that there is no merit to this ground of appeal.

155.

Justice Campbell was correct to set aside the resolution and the regulation.

Part 6 - Relief
156.

The respondents ask that the appeal be dismissed with costs. The costs involved in this

appeal are comparable to the costs ofthe hearing in the court below. For that reason,the
respondents seek larger costs than the usual 40% of trial costs awarded.

Brian C sey QC
Counsel for TWU and Brayden V•lkenant
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The respondents first eight authorities relate to the Notice of Contention factum
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Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick, [2008] S.C.J. No 9, para 58
Dore v. Barreau du Quebec,[2012] S.C.J. 12, para 43

13
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12
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13

Irwin Toy v. Quebec, [1989] S.C.J. No 36 at para 56
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Ktunaxa v. BC, 2015 BCCA 352

18

Law Society v. Andrews,[1989] S.C.J. No.6

20

Loyola High School v. Quebec (Attorney General), 2015 SCC 12, para 33 and 88

21

McKinney v. University ofGuelph,[1990] 3 SCR 229 at 272-275

15

Montreal v. Arcade Amusements,[1985] S.C.J. No. 16

16

Mounted Police Association v. Canada,[2015] S.C.J. No. 1 at para 35

17

Nova Scotia v. Martin,[2003] S.C.J. No. 54, para 45

18

Ont Human Rights v. Simpson Sears, [1985] SCJ No 74

19

Osborne v. Canada,[1991] S.C.J. No. 45

20
27

Quebec v. A,[2013] S.C.J. No.5
Reference Re Public Service Employee Relations Act,[1987] S.C.J. No. 10

21

RJR MacDonald v. Canada,[1995] S.C.J. No 68 at para 124, 182

38

R v. Big MDrug Mart, [1985] S.C.J. No. 17

28

R v. Sharma,[1993] SCJ No 18

22

Roberts v. Jaycees,468 U.S. 609; 104 S. Ct. 3244(1984)

23
40

S.L. v. Commission scolaire des Chenes,[2012] SCC 7 at para 32
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54, 56,63
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41
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Smith v. Alliance Pipeline, [2011] 1 S.C.R. 160, para 26
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Excerpts:

The Constitution Act, 1982,
being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982(UK), 1982, c 11
Fundamental freedoms
2. Everyone has the following fundamental freedoms:
(a) freedom of conscience and religion;
(b) freedom ofthought, belief, opinion and expression, including freedom ofthe press and
other media of communication;
(c) freedom ofpeaceful assembly; and
(d) freedom of association
Equality Rights
Equality before and under law and equalprotection and benefit oflaw
15(1) Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the equal
protection and equal benefit ofthe law without discrimination and, in particular, without
discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or
physical disability.
Application of Charter
32. This Charter applies
(a) to the Parliament and government of Canada in respect of all matters within the authority
ofParliament including all matters relating to the Yukon Territory and Northwest Territories;
and
(b) to the legislature and government of each province in respect of all matters within the
authority ofthe legislature of each province.

Civil Procedure Rules
90.33(1)A party to an appeal who wishes to rely on authorities in argument,such as a
judicial decision or a scholarly article, must file five copies of a book of authorities
at the same time that the party files a factum, unless the parties have agreed to file a
joint book of authorities.
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Civil Marriage Act
S.C. 2005, c. 33
An Act respecting certain aspects oflegal capacity for marriage for civil purposes
Preamble
WHEREAS everyone has the freedom of conscience and religion under section 2 of the
Canadian Charter ofRights and Freedoms;
WHEREAS nothing in this Act affects the guarantee offreedom of conscience and religion
and, in particular, the freedom of members ofreligious groups to hold and declare their religious
beliefs and the freedom of officials of religious groups to refuse to perform marriages that are not
in accordance with their religious beliefs;
WHEREAS it is not against the public interest to hold and publicly express diverse views on
marriage...
PART 1
MARRIAGE
Religious officials
3. It is recognized that officials of religious groups are free to refuse to perform marriages
that are not in accordance with their religious beliefs.
Freedom ofconscience and religion and expression ofbeliefs
3.1 For greater certainty, no person or organization shall be deprived of any benefit, or be
subject to any obligation or sanction, under any law ofthe Parliament of Canada solely by reason
oftheir exercise, in respect of marriage between persons ofthe same sex, ofthe freedom of
conscience and religion guaranteed under the Canadian Charter ofRights and Freedoms or the
expression of their beliefs in respect of marriage as the union of a man and woman to the
exclusion of all others based on that guaranteed freedom.

Law Society Act,R.S.O. 1990 c. L-8
By-laws
62. Convocation may make by-laws...
19. defining who is a student, prescribing classes of students and describing each class, and
governing students, including,
i. governing the employment of students,
ii. making any provision ofthis Act, the regulations, the by-laws or the rules of practice
and procedure apply to students with necessary modifications or subject to such
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modifications as may be specified by the by-laws, and
iii. specifying provisions ofthis Act, the regulations, the by-laws or the rules of practice
and procedure that do not apply to students;
20. defining who is a clerk and governing the employment of clerks by persons licensed to
practise law in Ontario as barristers and solicitors;
21. governing degrees in law;
22. providing and governing bursaries, scholarships, medals and prizes;
23. respecting legal education,including programs of pre-licensing education or training...

Legal Profession Act, SNS 2004 c. 28
Purpose of Society
4(1)The purpose ofthe Society is to uphold and protect the public interest in the practice oflaw.
(2)In pursuing its purpose, the Society shall
(a) establish standards for the qualifications ofthose seeking the privilege of membership in
the Society;
(b) establish standards for the professional responsibility and competence of members in the
Society;
(c)regulate the practice oflaw in the Province; and
(d)seek to improve the administration ofjustice in the Province by
(i) regularly consulting with organizations and communities in the Province having an
interest in the Society's purpose, including, but not limited to, organizations and communities
reflecting the economic, ethnic, racial, sexual and linguistic diversity ofthe Province, and
(ii) engaging in such other relevant activities as approved by the Council.
Members
5 (8)The Council may make regulations
(a) establishing categories of membership in the Society and prescribing the rights, privileges,
restrictions and obligations that apply to those categories;
(b)establishing requirements to be met by members,including educational, good character and
other requirements, and procedures for admitting or reinstating persons as members ofthe
Society in each ofthe categories of membership;
(c) governing the educational program for articled clerks;
(d)establishing the procedures and the oath or affirmation of office for calling lawyers to the
Bar...

